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1. Executive Summary
1.1

Introduction

This master plan is intended to identify and make public the goals of the district and align on the steps
to achieve them. Julesburg School District is currently maintaining two aging buildings. Money and staff
resources are being used to maintain the systems of the facilities, accommodate current security needs
with outdated layouts, and sustain the classroom conditions of older buildings. To be good stewards of
public money the school district created this master plan to make clear their long-term goals and to
understand where best to apply district resources in maintaining and improving facilities.
This master plan is intended to compile information on the enrollment trends of the district, the goals
and requirements of space for education, the condition of existing facilities, and the needs of the
community and use that information do develop a long-term solution. With that long-term goal in mind,
the conclusion of this masterplan is to determine what steps the school can take with the current
financial opportunities available. This master plan is intended to be a fluid document. As steps are
taken, and new information is available, the plan should be updated with revisions and amendments.

1.2

Background and Demographics

Julesburg’s background and demographics are important for the master plan because Julesburg is a rural
district with a low student population and works to provide exceptional student education with limited
resources in a remote area. The district serves a high amount of both English as a Second Language
population and free and reduced lunch eligibility. The student population has been and is expected to
remain stable.

1.3

Educational and Community Requirements

The main goal of the Julesburg School district is to provide a safe environment for learning and provide
first class education to its students. The number of students per grade requires 1 classroom per grade.
The district requires adequate space for the variety of subjects required for students to be competitive
in their careers and higher education. The Julesburg School District believes that students in rural areas
of the state should have access to the same high-quality educational opportunities as their peers in
larger school districts. The goal is not to provide space for growth but provide space for flexibility of
class sizes and the right number of specialty classes for the students’ curriculum. This results in the
need for total facility space of approximately 85,500 square feet (roughly equivalent to the current
district square footage).
The Julesburg community takes pride in their public education systems and the buildings are home to
their town’s largest events. The community is passionate about giving their kids the best opportunities
possible and they recognize how their current facilities are limiting student outcomes. The community
is interested and actively engaged in improving the school facilities.

1.4

Facility Assessments
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The current school district facilities are functioning yet aging. The elementary and jr/sr high schools
have safety and security concerns as well as educational suitability concerns. Both school buildings have
poor thermal control and poor daylighting.
Many aspects of the elementary school, according to the state assessment, are “beyond its useful life
and should be budgeted for repair/ replacement.” Many issues are due to the age of the systems within
the facilities, but more important are the safety issues that have developed over time. The major safety
issues include the student drop off (which is a local through street) and security of the exterior and
interior doors and front entry security. There are accessibility issues inside and outside of the school
building. Classroom issues include temperature control and noise issues with the mechanical system.
Major failing systems include deteriorating plumbing pipes.
At Julesburg jr/sr high school, there are also many issues due to the age of the systems within the
facilities, but most urgent are the safety and accessibility issues that have developed over time. There is
no visual security at main entry and several other uncontrolled entry locations around the building.
Most restrooms are non-accessible and there are many raised areas of the building that are nonaccessible. The major issues to address in the classrooms are the classroom environment in general,
particularly poor temperature control, and constrained space for desk configuration.
The elementary and track and field sites are of good size and location. The high school site size is
constrained for its use.

1.5

Interpret and Analyze Data

At the time of this master plan it was determined that the elementary building functions for the school
but is not recommended to maintain for long term use as an education space; the high school building
has valuable spaces and adequate life left in them with appropriate maintenance but is on a constrained
site, and long term planning should be taken into consideration before investing in facility
improvements; the track and field is a valuable site but needs upgrades to the grandstands for safety
and accessibility. The square footage of all buildings is appropriate for the current and predicted student
population.
Eventually both the elementary and high school will need to be replaced, yet the district does not have
the financial means to replace both buildings simultaneously through local funding efforts. The
selected master plan should either identify funding strategies to accomplish a full K-12 project or
identify appropriate project phasing to match capital funding availability. Even with phasing, the district
likely does not have enough bonding capacity to address all the needs. The District will need to leverage
funding opportunities like BEST grants as they become available.
The school district would like the ability to create a PK-12 facility in the future, so the master plan
options should accommodate a K-12 build-out in the long-range plan. If the master plan is required to
be phased due to site or financial constraints, the first phase should not inhibit the flexibility of creating
a PK-12 facility in the future.
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Immediate action should be taken to address the safety, student health, and accessibility concerns at
the schools: Elementary entry and perimeter door security, elementary student drop-off area, high
school entry and perimeter door security, and science room safety concerns.

1.6

Conclusion

The majority of the community supports the long-term plan of developing a PK-12 school on a new site
(Option E). During the October (10/16/2019) School Board meeting, the district officially voted to
pursue Option E: build a new PK-12 on a new site.
Ideally, the district would like to address all issues immediately to provide the best school environment
for students. This can be accomplished by utilizing the BEST grant program, maximizing the local bond
and applying for a waiver for additional BEST grant money beyond the required match. With the
competitive nature of the BEST grant, the district will strategize on the solution and application with
their CDE representative.
If the district is unsuccessful at securing a BEST grant, the school would need to address immediate life
safety and security items at both schools. The board will meet to determine the best way to address
current needs and plan for long term safety, accessibility, and major educational suitability issues at
both schools.
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2. Background and Demographics
2.1.

Overview

Julesburg’s background and demographics are important for the master plan because:
•
•
•

2.2.

The district serves 246 square miles of rural area with the town of Julesburg at its center.
The district serves a high amount of both English as a Second Language population and free and
reduced lunch eligibility.
The student population has been and is expected to remain stable.

Location

Julesburg School District Re-1 is the in the furthest northeast corner of Colorado. It is a rural district
covering a large land area of Sedgwick County and is bordered to the north and east by the Nebraska
State Border. The district includes the town of Julesburg, but also serves students located in the
surrounding agricultural area, which covers 246 square miles. The longest bus route travels 42 miles
round trip.

Julesburg School District (in green)
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Sedgwick County (in pink) and Julesburg School District (in peach)

2.3.

History

2.3.1. The Town
The town of Julesburg is a rural community with a population of 1,201 (2017). The city of Julesburg was
originally established by Jules Beni in 1858 and the town was incorporated in 1886. Julesburg is the
most populous town of Sedgwick County. Julesburg continues its tradition of farming and livestock
industries. The city is served by I-76 and Highway 138, running east and west, and Highway 385, running
north and south.
2.3.2. The District
The Julesburg School District consists of an Elementary School (PS-6th grade) and a Jr./Sr. High School
(7th-12th grade). Each school is located on a separate campus.
Julesburg Elementary provides a complete education program for approximately 170 students and 25
staff members (Preschool through 6th Grade). The Elementary School building was built in 1952. The
32,000 sq. ft building includes classrooms, cafeteria, library, and gymnasium. Julesburg Jr./Sr. High
School provides a complete education and extra-curricular program for approximately 125 students and
20 staff members ( 7th through 12th Grade). The Julesburg Jr./Sr. High School building was built in 1978,
Julesburg School District Facilities Master Plan
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the building was added on to the original 1955 barrel style roof gymnasium. The 55,000 sq. ft building
includes classrooms, Ag shop, library, auditorium, gymnasium and locker rooms.

2.4.

Demographics

In 2017, the population within the Julesburg School District boundary was approximately 1,200 and has
remained fairly stable over the past 10 years.

POPULATION OF JULESBURG BY YEAR
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Sedgwick County relies mainly on a collection of industries: confined animal feeding and growing
facilities for hogs and beef cattle, dairies, ranching, irrigated and dryland farming, transportation,
agriculture equipment and supply sales and service, education, healthcare, food service, public service,
and construction.
2.4.1. Employment Outlook:
•

Agribusiness remains the predominant means for employment of residents.

2.4.2. Enrollment Statistics:
In general, the Julesburg School District enrollment trend is stable, over the last 10 years, enrollment has
been between 275 - 300 students, with typical class size range between 20 – 25 students per grade.
Important factors in the enrollment data are the high and increasing percentages of students who are
free and reduced lunch eligible and qualify as English as a Second Language students.
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2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

PK
34
38
36
33
27
36
28
31
44
26
32

K
19
15
21
19
23
17
25
20
18
21
22

st

1
13
21
16
24
21
22
20
25
17
18
19

nd

2
13
12
21
14
24
21
21
17
25
13
17

Student Enrollment # by Grade and Year
3rd
4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th
19
19 18 18 16 26 22
12
12 13 21 16 15 24
10
11 15 16 21 18 12
20
11 14 13 16 18 18
21
19 12 17 14 16 19
25
19 21 13 16 16 19
20
19 22 23 18 15 18
19
24 20 21 18 18 18
15
17 22 19 18 22 19
25
13 20 23 21 16 21
18
25 17 20 25 19 19

Data provided by Colorado Department of Education
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10th
20
23
25
12
16
18
14
17
17
22
22

11th
22
21
19
25
16
16
16
17
17
15
11

12th
24
20
19
23
24
13
13
13
16
16
14

Total
283
263
260
260
269
274
272
232
263
307
333

3. Educational and Community Requirements
3.1.

Overview

The needs and requirements identified in this section create the Program of Spaces for the school.
The main goal of the Julesburg School district is to provide a safe environment for learning and provide
first class education to its students. Some of this can be provided through an appropriate program of
spaces, but more benefit can come from bringing the whole district together onto one campus. A
single campus can improve shared teacher resources and collaboration, reduce student transitions
between schools which will increase performance, and increase opportunities for students to have
access to an increased variety of classes.
The program (included at the end of this section) provides adequate space for the variety of subjects
(disciplines) offered by Julesburg to provide the range of education students need to be competitive in
the career and higher education markets. Julesburg School District believes that students in rural areas
of the state should have access to the same high-quality educational opportunities as their peers in
larger school districts. At first glance, the proposed program of spaces looks larger than CDE’s median
school size for this population. The school program is not designed for growth but to have flexibility of
class sizes and provide the right number of specialty classes for the students’ curriculum. The proposed
program fits the correct number of adequately sized classrooms in a smaller square footage than the
area of the existing facilities.
The Julesburg community takes pride in their public education systems and the buildings are home to
their town’s largest events. The community is passionate about giving their kids the best opportunities
possible and they recognize how their current facilities are limiting student outcomes. They view the
elementary building as unsafe, a risk to student health and wellbeing, and missing key resources
needed for their age group. They see the High School as un-safe, unwelcoming, inefficient, and a
challenge for students and teachers to work around. The community sees value in investing in 21st
century learning environments with flexible furniture, outdoor learning space, natural lighting, and both
individual and collaborative work environments.

3.2.

District Goals

There are multiple avenues the school is following to meet its goal of providing the best education
possible for students including staffing, educational programs, student services, etc. When focusing on
the master plan of the facilities, the district holds these physical goals:
• Safe environment for learning: The school should be a place that is physically safe to allow for
focus on education.
o Main entry defined, secured, and supervised.
o All exterior doors secured
o Safe designated parent & student drop-off / pick-up
o Eliminate risk of students traveling between campuses for services with combined K-12
• Improve Educational Opportunities for all students
o Increase capacity to provide diverse educational opportunities
o Improve capacity to serve diverse learning needs
3 - Educational and Community Requirements
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3.3.

Maximize limited resources
Attract students from across district
Attract & retain staff
Increase staff morale
Increase staff efficiency
Put more emphasis on education, not just sports
Provide updated 21st century learning facilities
Flexible furniture
Provide diverse learning environments with breakout spaces
Increase natural lighting in classrooms
Regulate temperature inside classroom to create a comfortable environment
Update all spaces to be ADA accessible
Incorporate flexibility for current and future space needs
Update sports facilities to be safe and efficient
Provide cafeteria dining space in HS
Update auditorium, increase seating capacity, and replace old technology
Provide computer access to ES students

Staff Goals and Requirements

3.3.1. District Administration
Each grade level has a specific education goal that they are trying to achieve within their facility, staff,
and scheduling limitations.
• K-6 Education Objectives
o Student grouping: K, 1, 2 grouped, 3rd and 4th paired, 5th and 6th paired to allow
teachers to team teach. 5th and 6th splits program to provide science/math one room,
language/social studies in the other. 3rd and 4th are trying a similar method.
o Enrichment concern: Currently has PE and Music once per day, but staff believes a more
structured enrichment program would be beneficial to students: P.E., Music, Art,
Technology, Science, collaboration/project learning, library.
•

Jr/ Sr High School Educational Objectives:
o The school currently has an average of 19 students per grade level which requires only
one core class per subject, and an appropriate number of specialty classrooms to
provide specialized elective classes.
o The school has a focus to provide career and technical classes to prep students for the
working world including agri-science, industrial arts, computer tech, and business.
o In addition to the core and specialty elective classrooms, the school needs to provide
online curriculum access to students with individual interests.

Through master planning meetings, the school administration aligned on current concerns and
strategies to improve educational delivery and performance.
•

Current Elementary School:
o Main concern is the noise of the HVAC in classrooms and the temperature control in
the classrooms. A new system was installed mid 2000s but is not performing.
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•

The HVAC noise limits teacher’s ability to teach in their classroom; teacher has
to raise their voice and there is a high potential for students to miss important
instruction.
 HVAC doesn’t perform adequately leaving it cold in the winter and hot in the
summer.
o Technology resources are needed for students and teachers. Students have iPads but
don’t have adequate access to keyboards. Staff would like smartboards and student
access to other technology for teaching.
o Staff has identified an increase in individual needs of students for small group and
individual study spaces to accommodate the diverse learning needs of students.
o Spaces within school are being utilized, but spaces are either too small or too large.
There is quite a bit of space inefficiency at the existing 1950’s school.
o Main entry security. Visitors are buzzed into school but without direct interaction with
admin. Reception area is separated from main entry vestibule.
o Safety issues identified through the facility also effect overall education suitability.
Major safety concerns include unsafe traffic conditions at parent drop off, ineffective
fire alarm system, unsecured kindergarten play areas, unsafe stairway conditions within
school, and student travel between elementary and high school.
o Handicapped accessibility and equal access is a major issue for students; Restrooms
are not accessible, front door does not have automatic opener, classroom exterior doors
are difficult to access and do not meet accessibility: many east doors with steps
(intermediate wing on grade), doorknobs are not ADA compliant, doorways are narrow,
and the playground is gravel with no ADA equipment.
Current Jr / Sr High School:
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

Main entry security. There is no visual connection from the admin area. Once someone
is buzzed in, they have full access to the school without checking in with administration.
Ideally, visitors would be routed through admin.
School safety and security is insufficient due to the number of unsecured exterior
doors.
Science room has safety concerns: no safety eye wash and shower, poor ventilation of
room and prep room.
There is a safety concern that students need to travel to elementary school for lunch.
Inadequate classroom learning environment: Temperature, lighting, air quality,
acoustics. Classrooms are cold on cold days, hot on hot days. Rooms get stuffy with
inadequate air change. There are limited exterior windows and insufficient natural light.
The cinderblock walls with VCT flooring are not comfortable or good for acoustics
Inflexible teaching space: Existing furniture creates inefficient space utilization and
limits teaching ability and student collaboration.
Accessibility and equal access- there is no access to loft and underground spaces such
as library loft spaces, industrial arts storage and small group meeting rooms,
underground locker rooms, and elevated weight room areas.
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The following are detailed notes on the educational suitability of the facilities, leading to the
development of a “program of spaces” required for the school.
3.3.2. ES School – Educational & Common Spaces
The school district Elementary staff completed a survey prior to an in-person meeting on April
16th, 2019. (Refer to Appendix 3.3.2 “Staff Survey Elementary”). During this discussion, the
following were identified:
•

Pre-school:
Currently, the district has two preschool classrooms. One classroom for 3-year-old children,
and one for 4-year-old children. Both rooms have 16 students each. The 3-year-old
classroom is 850 SF and includes one small 30SF restroom with a toilet and sink. This
restroom is too small for a teacher to assist a student within the restroom. The 4-year-old
classroom is 714 SF and doesn’t include a restroom or sink. Both classrooms lack adequate
sanitary requirements for sinks and changing stations. Both rooms are undersized, making it
difficult to meet cot spacing requirements during nap time. Both rooms have sections of
vinyl tile, which is slippery when wet and is hazardous for students. One classroom has
water damage in the ceiling, so the teachers have concerns about mold.

•

Kindergarten:
Number of students in kindergarten class range from 22-25. The kindergarten teacher uses
two separate rooms within the elementary building, both of which are 715 SF. There is not
one room large enough within the building for all kindergarten program requirements (CED
recommendation at 38/SF). Neither rooms have a sink or restroom. The teacher would like
one appropriately sized room with a sink and a toilet, more natural light, a variety of seating
options, secured outdoor learning space, and a shared collaborative breakout space for
students.

•

Elementary General Classrooms (1st-6th):
Poor acoustics from HVAC, inadequate temperature control, and outdated lighting are
the major concerns. Overhead lighting is not dimmable so many teachers have multiple
floor lamps to adjust lighting levels for student comfort and projector visibility. Electrical
outlets protrude from wall and are limited in number, so the solution of extension cords
has created multiple tripping hazards. The flooring is old and outdated broadloom
carpet which is difficult to clean. The masonry walls are difficult to hang things on, and
the open storage is usually covered by curtains to hide the “messy” appearance. These
rooms lack adequate natural light with small windows up high. Students need more
storage; cubbies for coats, shoes, gym clothes, lunch, etc., could solve this issue.
The furniture presents many limitations. All classrooms contain the outdated desk +
attached chair combo. This limits room flexibility, active learning, student collaboration,
and teacher instruction. The district received a “Keep Moving” grant to integrate
movement into the classroom, but this is a challenging with existing furniture.
Julesburg School District Facilities Master Plan
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There is a need for breakout spaces outside of classrooms and dedicated rooms for
STEM activities.
•

Elementary Intervention, Title 1, & BOCES:
Title 1 assistance is provided for reading and math levels, Special ED and
Paraprofessionals for remedial reading, but there is not enough staff to provide a variety
of learning level assistance. The staff struggles with these limited resources to make
sure students aren’t getting lost or left behind.
Levels of intervention support – School has staff for high needs but good support for
mid-level needs does not exist. This is usually incorporated into classroom or lost in the
shuffle. School has an after-school intervention for math for instruction “fast track”. The
school used to offer “homework club” where Jr/Sr high school students would mentor
ES students, but this was difficult to maintain with the proximal location of schools.
Excelling students in the “gifted and talented” program lack adequate space/instruction.
These students need project space for self-guided instruction. 6th graders walk the halfmile over to the HS to take these g/t courses.
District needs (1) Title 1 classroom for 5-6 students, and (2) BOCES rooms for 12
students each. Currently, all these students share two large classrooms which creates a
scheduling challenge.

•

Elementary ELL:
Currently the district doesn’t have a large enough population of ESL students to justify
an entire room, but the expectation based on demographic trends is that they will need
one in future.

•

Elementary Special Education
Current SPED room is shared with Title1. A separate room is needed for high-needs
students. This program needs the space/ equipment to assist in various therapies.
Student population with individual needs is increasing. The staff has noticed more and
more students have different physical/emotional/behavioral needs. Not all kids qualify
for individual program based on academics but are struggling with other needs. There is
a high transient population which are high needs and there is a high number of severe
needs within that number.
Currently, there are 7 ES students with high needs. The staff includes a counselor,
therapist, and special education instructor.
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Instructors need access to a conference room for meetings, interventions, and
observations.
A calm down room would be an ideal solution if it was staffed or located off classroom.
•

Elementary Music:
The music classroom was a later addition to the school and is accessed through the gym.
The HVAC is especially bad in this room and students wear their coats inside during
winter. This larger classroom is beneficial for having classes break out into smaller group
practice, and for choreography lessons. Typically, there are about 20 students per class.
The practice rooms aren’t needed for this age group and are being used for
miscellaneous school storage.
There are scheduling conflicts with 5th & 6th grade band having practice at the same time
as general ES music classes. During this time, band uses the music room, and ES music
uses a small classroom with old risers and poor acoustics. The music teacher would like
show choir risers and riser storage.

•

Elementary Art:
There is no art room. Teachers incorporate into lessons, per teacher discretion. The
teachers would prefer to have a dedicated art room with shared supplies and cleanable
finishes.

•

Elementary Science:
Currently, there is no dedicated science room. 6th grade classroom has small built-in
demonstration table with a broken sink. Size/location of the table makes it impossible
for the whole class to observe. Because this table is built-in, it makes typical classroom
function a tight squeeze. 5th/6th grades need access to a dedicated science room with
adequate plumbing, equipment, and practice space.

•

Elementary Technology:
Currently, there is no specific program/room for technology education, so staff
incorporates tech into lessons per teacher discretion. Staff would like student access to
technology, training, keyboards, and typing. There are currently no keyboards or
structure to teach these skills.

•

Elementary Library:
This room recently converted to ‘collaboratory’, ½ maker space and ½ library, since
teachers need space for project-based learning curriculum. This is challenging since
both functions have different special requirements and the size of the room isn’t large
enough to fit an entire class. The current space does not successfully function as either a
library or a maker space. Scheduling this room is challenging since library and
makerspace functions cannot happen at the same time.
Julesburg School District Facilities Master Plan
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ES needs a library for quiet, individual, focused learning that could include a reading
room, bookshelves, computer stations, individual workstations, and comfortable
reading furniture.
ES needs a room for STEM activities such as robotics, science, art, and multi-class
collaboration.
•

Elementary PE:
All ES grades have PE class once a day. The gym is used for indoor recess during
inclement weather. The gym is too small and has poor acoustics. It needs new basketball
hoops, a new sound system, and a storage room. There are no water fountains in the
building which is especially challenging for this class.

•

Elementary Performance / Assembly Area:
The stage is located off the gym, and the gym is used as audience space during
assemblies. The stage is shared with HVAC access, the PE office, and gym equipment
storage, which limits the stage function. The poor acoustics of the gym create echoes
and make it difficult to hear. Since PE classes are scheduled throughout the day, it is
impossible to use the stage for practice. The ES students use the HS auditorium for
large performances. This works well but is a safety issue with students walking to HS to
prepare/practice/set up for performances.
ES needs space for small performances, as well as end of year programs / class activities.

•

Elementary Cafeteria
The ES Cafeteria is also used by Jr/Sr HS students. 50-60 students are being served in 4
rounds of lunch (K-3, 4-6, JR, HS).
The space is long and narrow with only 915 SQFT- this room is too small for its intended
use. More seating would allow consolidation of lunch hours and reduce labor hours for
food service staff.

•

Elementary Kitchen
ES Kitchen serves both ES and JH/HS. This kitchen is dangerously small at 350 SQFT. Staff
have suffered injuries/ burns from working in such a tight space.
The dry storage and freezer are both located across the building, accessed through the
gym, since the kitchen is not large enough for food storage and the food is wheeled
from one end of the building to the other. Additionally, the district needs walk-in cooler
but currently does not have the space to include one.

•

Elementary Restrooms
Staff must leave the restroom entry doors propped open so they can supervise
handwashing. For privacy, male students are required to use stalls not urinals.
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Staff would like sinks in the halls for easier supervision.
The only ADA stall was retrofitted with a shower curtain instead of a door.
The school does not have any drinking fountains. Currently, the staff and students are
using water jugs situated in the hallways with plastic cups.
•

Elementary Admin
The reception area does not have direct access to the main entry vestibule, so visitors
are buzzed into school without direct interaction with admin. This is a major security
concern.
The administration area is too small. It shares the student recovery couch and the only
staff copy machine. This space often becomes a pinch point for traffic. The district needs
a dedicated shared staff work room, and a clinic room for student privacy.
The reception desk is desk height which creates a privacy concern since visitors can
easily see all the papers on the desk. The principal’s office lacks privacy for
student/parent meetings since the wall and door are clear glass.

•

Elementary Counselor
The counselor currently uses an entire classroom space because it is the only one
available. The counselor instructs the K-6 population once a week in this room, focusing
on social skills.
There is a benefit to having a large classroom as it gets students out of their typical
environment. The primary drawback is that it is difficult to have age-appropriate seating
since it services such a wide age range within the classroom.
The counselor would like a private office near the main admin area, since the counselor
is scheduled to see individuals every day.
The counselor also would like a sink in the classroom for hygiene reasons and for art
projects as well as a small private calming room for individuals having difficulty during
the day.

•

Elementary - Other Staff Comments
The district has one paraprofessional staff member, whose role includes librarian, nurse,
Spanish ESL/ translation, discipline, and playground/ cafeteria monitor.
The staff lounge contains a single restroom, fridge, counter, and dining furniture. The
space is too small for staff meetings and all their shared supplies. This room does not
have sink.
The school needs a more efficient work/break room that is large enough for staff
meetings and collaboration, and includes a sink.

•

Elementary Hallways
The main entry corridor is narrow and creates a pinch point for traffic during events.
Located close to that entry is an open staircase to the unoccupied basement; the entry
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to the basement is sectioned off by a curtain at the bottom of the stairs. The staff would
like to have a commons entry where the stairs are completely separated and access to
the basement is not within the right of way of the entry.
Students opt to work in the hall for quiet individual study. Hallways contain student
storage hooks and do not have the furniture or the space for this to be easily
accomplished.
•

Elementary Outdoor Education Spaces
Currently there are no outdoor education spaces for the ES. The district would like the
ability to bring classroom activities outside (requiring shade, HC accessibility, and
tables/chairs).

•

Elementary Playground
Both the playground equipment and site are not ADA accessible.
The playground is not gated so this creates a security concern with students running
into the adjacent street.
The gravel rocks used as ground cover under the play equipment is hard to play and run
on; the pea gravel rocks are tracked into school.

3.3.3. Jr/Sr High School – Educational & Common Spaces
The school district Jr/Sr High School staff completed a survey prior to an in-person
meeting on April 16th, 2019. (Refer to Appendix 3.3.3 “Staff Survey Jr. & Sr. High”).
During this discussion, the following were identified:
•

Jr/Sr High School General Classrooms
A typical classroom has 21-25 students. Classroom SQFT varies per room.
Classrooms are not comfortable. Rooms are lacking adequate natural lighting (with
working shades), temperature control (exterior walls not insulated), and acoustics (walls
are cinderblock, floors VCT). The rooms feel stuffy and sterile.
Electrical outlets are limited, and extension cords run through room for student laptops,
creating tripping hazards.
Outdated furniture creates inefficient space utilization and limits teaching ability.
The student desks are attached to a chair. The tables are not big enough for students’
laptops and books; they are clunky, hard to re-arrange for different configurations and
are not conducive to a flexible learning environment. This limits student collaboration,
and the teacher’s ability to get around in classroom for 1-to-1 student instruction.

•

Jr/Sr High School Science Classroom
Currently, the science classroom is separated from the science lab by a glass wall since
neither room is large enough for both functions. The only benefit to this is students can
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spread out for group projects between the two rooms. The main drawback is the 512
SQFT classroom is too small for 25 students.
•

Jr/Sr High School Science Lab
This room is inflexible because of student built-in workstations. These workstations line
the perimeter and are equipped with built-in countertop and base cabinets. The epoxy
countertops are worn out, the cabinets are broken, and the sink basins are narrow,
splashing water everywhere onto countertop due to the configuration of the sinks and
because of the worn-out faucets. Half of the gas turrets are broken and inoperable.
The teacher demonstration table is too low for demonstration purposes, the countertop
is peeling, and there is no power to the table, so an extension cord has been brought in
creating a tripping hazard and less-than-ideal instructional environment.
The mobile fume hood is difficult to use, and it is unknown whether the hood is
adequately ventilating to the exterior. The hood is also located farther than 10’ from the
outside, so this is a concern. A permanent fume hood is necessary for instruction in the
science lab.
There is no safety eye wash station. The lab ventilation seems to be poor and
insufficient. The Prep room is not ventilated properly, although PPM passes inspection.
The students wash everything in the storage room since the sinks in the classroom don’t
work properly. Storage is enough but that is only because they are using two separate
rooms. Window blinds are broken and/or inoperable.
Science would like an outdoor classroom space and 8 working gas turrets with 4
adequately sized and operable sinks.

•

Jr/Sr High School English & Math
The English classroom is 715 SQFT and Math is 600 SQFT. Small room sizes paired with
inefficient furniture makes for a challenging teaching environment.
Like all other classrooms, there is a lack of temperature control, poor acoustics, and lack
of natural lighting.

•

Jr/Sr High School – Special Education
The special education classroom is in the consumer family studies classroom.
This room is also used for math and English remediation groups (5-9 students each),
itinerant, and social workers.
The high needs group needs a large flexible room, a dedicated calm down room, and a
bathroom. Currently, the closest bathroom is down the hall, but the only ADA restroom
is located across the building.
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One side of the room has large tables which are great for students to spread out books
and learning material, but more diverse furniture options are needed (standing, sit on
ground, comfortable chairs, etc.) SPED would like access to a secured outdoor
classroom, and enough outlets for students.
•

Consumer Family Studies
This program is primarily utilized by SPED students and 6 students are enrolled
currently. The program offers nutrition, cooking technique, sewing and other life skills.
The High Needs group cooks and sells burritos to the school which has been a great
program for this group. The program is beneficial for teaching work skills.
Currently, the classroom has 2 cooking stations, but there is room for 3. The outlets
above the counters are broken.
Occasionally, this space is utilized by community groups for event food prep.

•

Jr/Sr High School Art
Even though this school is small, there is an increasing interest to take art. There is an
average of 22-25 students per class.
The existing room is 910 SQFT, so there is not enough space for material storage,
student project storage, and student workspace. Students are working too closely
together at tables and cannot spread out their material/ art boards. This causes
students to be easily distracted by others. There is no front of room with a
whiteboard/projector which makes it difficult to give demonstration/instruction.
There are plumbing issues with sinks/floor drain backing up. The sliding doors to the
storage area fall off when moved. There are only 2 outlets in the entire room which is
not enough for instruction. Multiple doors to the exterior are a safety concern. Students
and staff use this room as shortcut to parking lot, which is against its intended use.
Adjacency to woodshop isn’t utilized since that is a secured and supervised space. Art
would like closer adjacency to robotics/tech room and would like better furniture (some
standing height tables), access to shaded outdoor classroom, ceramics/kiln, and a
dedicated art display in hallway.

•

Jr/Sr High School Music
There is one Music room with attached; 1 office, 2 practice rooms, and 1 storage area.
The music room is shared between band and choir. There are 50 students in band.
Built-in risers are not ADA compliant and limit flexibility – they are dangerously high,
and there is not enough space for the band to use the room. This room has poor
acoustics – the room volume and layout doesn’t help. They have old and outdated
broadloom carpet on the walls for absorption. This carpet is difficult to keep clean.
Music likes having access to the building exterior for marching band practice but would
like to have direct access to the stage for performances.
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Music would like more storage, separate sheet music and instrument storage, and a
built-in audio system.
•

Computer Lab / Tech / Robotics
Currently, for computer lab and robotics there are two rooms connected with a glass
wall between. One room has tables for work/instruction, the other room is an open
work area for practice. This space works well but has poor acoustics.
They need more dedicated stations for 3D printing, filming / green screen, photography,
their high-quality printer, and a space for all students to work at a computer.
There is also need for a large monitor since projector colors aren’t accurate.

•

Vocation / Tech Shop
Main workshop room contains worktables, a welding station, material storage, and
carpentry equipment. Additional rooms were built for tool storage and finishing.
Location of electrical outlets limit the functionality of the room and makes the location
of work benches dangerously close together.
The exterior and overhead doors swell and stick in warmer weather. The exhaust system
in the finishing room and the dust collection system in the main work room do not seem
to function properly. Air circulation fans blow dust and debris around making this space
difficult to keep clean.
The sink needs to be replaced with access to hot and cold water.
There has been consideration for adding in these fixtures in the future: plasma cam,
welding simulator, universal fabricator matching, and built-in air system for air tools.
These fixtures would require additional space.

•

Career Tech / AG
These programs are seeing increasing student involvement. The classroom is located on
the upper level above the Vo/Tec shop accessed by a staircase. This room is not
accessible, and the emergency exit stair is not to code.

•

Online Classes
This is a classroom with a dedicated teacher to monitor individual student study. It
works well as a standard classroom, but a lack of power outlets is a problem.
A 606 SQFT room works for most classes of 5-10 students but is difficult for classes of
20+.

•

Distance Learning Classroom
Currently, they use one small classroom for this program, but the program is fading out
as most content can be delivered directly to individuals as online classes.
The room is used for video conferencing with school board/staff. It is good to have this
capability somewhere in school.

•

Outdoor Teaching Space
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Currently there is a small outdoor courtyard, but it is not utilized because there is no
shade or furniture and access to this area is limited.
All teachers would like the ability to bring classes outside, with table/chairs, shade, and
collaborative area to sit around, outlets, and a water source. SPED would use if this area
was gated.
•

Jr/Sr High School Library
This space is large and open and is situated between the main hallways. It is big enough
to fit an entire class. Currently it is underutilized due to awkward and inefficient
furniture and built-in bookshelves. The district would like to make this a more useful
resource for individuals and groups.
On two sides of the library, there are open rooms located above the main level,
accessed through staircases in the library. These large spaces are not used and are not
ADA accessible.

•

Jr/Sr High School Auditorium
The auditorium has 290 seats which are completely full during performances and events
such as the HS play, MS play, ES play, community children’s theater, orchestra, band,
and choir recitals. The district and community both utilize this space frequently for
gatherings.
The seats have new upholstery. The acoustics are okay but there are some defects. The
performance lighting isn’t permanent and the lights on tripods near the seats are a
safety concern with the audience. The sound booth equipment and cabling are
outdated.

•

Jr/Sr High School Commons
This is a completely open area off the main entry. It contains bulky, soft seating like
what you would see in a doctor’s waiting room, a trophy display, and the concession
stand which doubles as the cold lunch delivery area. Commons is located near the gym
entry and has the only ADA restroom in the school.
Seating is difficult to move for events, so the district would like more flexible furniture
and tables and chairs suitable for student lunch.
The concession stand is small and cramped creating dangerous working conditions and
is not ADA compliant. This serves food for events as well as and grab-n-go cold lunch
(meals prepped at ES kitchen) for the JH/HS population.

•

Jr/Sr High School Administration
The primary problem with this space is that the main entry is not secure. Reception does
not have a direct connection to the entry, so there is no control or passive supervision
after someone has gained access to the building by being buzzed in.
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Staff bathrooms are small and outdated and not ADA compliant. The district board room
doesn’t have enough space for the public to sit, so chairs are set up outside the room for
district meetings. The hallway connecting the district administration and the JH/HS
administration is not ADA compliant.
•

Jr/Sr High School Counselor
The counselor has an office near the library. This central location works for students
dropping in. The office is small, and so the connected storage room is used as a meeting
room. This is necessary for meeting with larger groups. This space has no windows or
natural light.

•

Jr/Sr High School BOCES & Itinerant Staff
Social workers, counselor, psychologist have a “school to work alliance”, but there isn’t
a designated space for them to use to meet with students or parents.

•

Jr/Sr High School Staff Collaboration
There is a centralized work room/ staff kitchenette in the admin area

•

Jr/Sr High School Hallways and Lockers
Students do not use the lockers because they don’t accommodate the size of their
backpacks. The hallways in the main admin wing have good lighting and student display,
but the hallway in the Junior High wing is too narrow and dark.

•

Jr/Sr High School Restrooms
There are three group restrooms within the building, but only one ADA accessible
restroom. The ADA accessible restroom was recently remodeled and is located near the
gym (far from classrooms). This is used for public events.
The remainder of the restrooms are out of date and very small.

•

Jr/Sr High School Gym
The District and Community love the history of this space. It has vaulted ceilings, wood
floors, and a unique design. However, they recognize its history also limits its
functionality. The bleachers are hard and dangerous for elderly or those with limited
mobility. There are no ADA seats available. There is no cooling system that services the
gym, so this space is uncomfortably hot in the warmer months. The acoustics are poor.

•

Jr/Sr High School Weight Room
Located off of the gym and accessed at the farthest end of the gym, the space was
converted from a stage to a weight room. Accessed by stairs, this area is not ADA
compliant. The treadmill/cardio room is located above the weight room and is also
accessed by a staircase with railing that is not to code. The space is heated through
radiant heat and there is no air flow or air change. There is also no cooling system to this
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section of this portion of the gym. The space is too small for its intended use and has an
awkward layout- very cramped. In this portion of the building, the windows are leaking.
•

Jr/Sr High School Locker rooms
The north girls’ and boys’ locker rooms (home team) were built in the 1980’s and
partially renovated in 2017. They are in good condition and ADA accessible. The only
problem is that they have multiple doors to the exterior that students often leave open.
The south boys’ and girls’ locker rooms (visitor team) were built with the original 1955
gym and are located under the bleachers. They are 4’ below the gym floor and are
accessed by stairs so they are not ADA accessible. These were painted a few years ago
but are still outdated and have not been brought to current code.

3.4.

Physical Education Requirements

3.4.1.

PE Curriculum requirements

The school district provides Physical Education (PE) classes to students from kindergarten through 12th
grade. PE is a requirement for all Elementary and Middle school students and PE electives are required
for High school graduation. The Elementary gym is used throughout the week for daily 30-minute P.E.
classes, grades K-5. 6th grade meets daily for 45 minutes. With the current schedule it is utilized every
day for most of the day, open from 8:00 to 9:30 and 1:00 to 2:45. The High School gym is scheduled
from 8:00am to 9:15 and 1:50 to 3:30 for grades 7 through 12 P.E. classes. If the schools were in one
facility, only 1 gym would be required for the educational scheduling of P.E. classes. If in separate
facilities, there would need to be 2 gyms.
Currently all grades use an on-site field at the elementary school for P.E. and as a practice field for sports
teams. The jr/sr high school students must walk 3 blocks to access the practice field for P.E. and
practice. The competition field for sporting events is located 4 blocks east and two blocks north of the
High School.
3.4.2. Sports Offered by School District
The following sports are offered by the school district:
Fall Sports Season:
Middle School Volleyball
Middle School Football
High School Volleyball
High School Football
The Julesburg Middle School and Julesburg High School share the same gym and it is occupied by the
middle school and high school volleyball teams on a nightly basis throughout the volleyball season for
practices and games, therefore causing scheduling conflicts due to high usage needs by both teams.
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When the high school volleyball team has home volleyball games, the middle school volleyball team
athletes are required to vacate without being able to shower or change after practice since their locker
room becomes the visiting high school volleyball team locker room to shower and dress out.
Middle school football and high school football practices are held at the field by the elementary school
and/or at the baseball outfield next to the football game field. The middle school and high school
football game field is more than 6 blocks from the Jr./Sr. high school campus. Since all these field
locations are several blocks away from the Jr./Sr. high campus, there is no safe space for the
student/athletes to retreat to quickly in the event of bad weather or some other safety threat, routinely
putting our student athletes in a compromised environment and position related to safety threats as
they walk to these locations.
Locker rooms for both home and visiting football teams for both the middle school and high school
football teams are only available at the Jr./Sr. high campus. The football game field is more than 6 blocks
away from the Jr./Sr. high campus. Once at the football game field, student athletes from both the
home and visiting team have no access to a safe shelter, locker rooms, training facility or drinkable
water. These same safety threats and concerns exist for our track athletes at both the middle and high
School as well. Teams must travel by foot and are walking more than 6 blocks on open city streets
making supervision of athletes very difficult with regard to ensuring their safety from vehicle traffic as
they walk to and from football and track season games and practices daily.
Julesburg City Recreation utilizes the school fields and gym for youth leagues, therefore increasing the
demand for already limited gym, court and field space.
Winter Sports Season:
Middle School Boys Basketball
Middle School Girls Basketball
Middle School Wrestling
High School Wrestling
High School Girls Basketball
High School Boys Basketball
With so many teams competing for limited gym court space for both games and practices, in addition to
city recreation leagues, it is difficult to schedule effectively without causing issues for coaches, athletes
and parents.
When the high school basketball teams have home basketball games, the middle school boys and girls
basketball team athletes are required to vacate without being able to shower or change after practice
since their locker rooms become the visiting high school basketball teams locker rooms to shower and
dress out.
Fixed bleachers are dangerous and pose many safety threats for elderly and handicapped spectators.
There is no ADA compliant seating, so we must place spectators in wheelchairs next to the teams or
shove them into the varsity locker room entry way causing a bottle neck for coaches and athletes to
enter and leave locker room area.
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Storage for large sporting equipment is not available, therefore this equipment is being stored in the exit
hallways creating a safety hazard for spectators to be able to make an emergency exit in the case of a
fire or some other threat from the gymnasium.
Spring Sports Season:
Middle School Track
High School Track
High School Baseball
Gyms are not used very often during the spring sports season unless inclement weather forces the
teams indoors. When this is the case, there is not adequate gym space to meet the needs of all these
teams at the same time in a single gym.
Currently, high school and middle school track athletes’ practice on the same track. The track is a
dirt/cinder track and therefore not useable in inclement weather and the track athletes are forced to
run on the open city streets creating a serious safety hazard.
Middle school track and high school track practices are held at the track located around the high school
football game field. As mentioned previously, the football game field is more than 6 blocks from the
Jr./Sr. high school campus. Since the track is located more than 6 blocks away from the Jr./Sr. High
campus, there is no safe space for the student/athletes to retreat to quickly in the event of bad weather
or some other safety threat, routinely putting our student athletes in a compromised environment and
position related to safety threats as they walk to these locations.
Overall, due to scheduling constraints in the fall and winter seasons, it would be ideal to have a practice
space in addition to a competition gym, as well as a visitor locker room.

3.5.

Technology

Technology and Information Literacy (ET-IL) has become integrated into 21st century teaching and
learning and is imperative to workforce skills in the 21st century. The presence of technology needs to
be apparent in every part of a student’s educational experience. Technology should not only be an
integral part of the core curriculum and standards-based assessment, but also an integral part of
developing key 21st Century skills: critical thinking, problem solving, communication, collaboration,
creativity, self-directed learning, information and media literacy, accountability and adaptability, as well
as social responsibility.
The school has implemented and achieved major technology goals in previous years. The elementary
students have 1:1 access to iPads. To fully integrate technology in the curriculum the district would like
to provide interactive displays for every classroom. Specifics of technology to be incorporated will be
worked out at the time of an actual project.
Aspects of the technology improvements that directly affect the building facility are:
• Improve bandwidth of wireless. Some apps do not work with all students accessing at once.
• Interactive displays and connectivity built into each classroom
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•
•

3.6.

Increase access to computers with keyboards for K-6 students (iPads don’t provide keyboarding
skills).
Provide student access to specialty computers (STEM, robotics, 3D printer)

Community Input

During a master planning work-session with both the district and community, there were a series of
stations designed to collect community input. The information collected from these stations helped the
district align with the needs and desires of the community and provide strategy to leverage community
support of project improvements. These stations included the community’s view of facility issues, the
community’s vision for a 21st century education space, the community’s view of what makes Julesburg
unique, and the community’s view on education programs are important in their community.
3.6.1. Facility Issues
At this station, the community members were asked to vote for the top three issues they saw at each
building (ES, HS, and sports complex) while reviewing the facility issues diagram (Refer to Appendix 4.3.2
“Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram”). This exercise was designed to inform the community of the many
problems at each facility, as well as inform the district on which the community sees as a top priority.
• Elementary School
• (7) Student drop-off & pick-up along street, safety concern
• (5) Kitchen too small, resulting in staff injuries. Food storage located across building.
• (4) Main entry is separate from reception. Visitors buzzed into entry but without direct
interaction with admin.
• (3) Safety concern with quantity and function of exterior doors
• (3) HVAC system is very loud, teachers must raise voice, students easily miss instruction.
System doesn’t perform adequately, cold in winter, hot in summer.
• (3) Open staircase to unoccupied basement with asbestos
• (3) restrooms: plumbing issues, layout inhibits supervised hand washing
• (3) limited ADA parking spots
• (2) Playground not completely gated, risk students running into street, concern for
younger students
• (2) Need water fountain in gym
• (2) Stage too small in gym, and need separate space for small performances
• Jr./ Sr. High School
o (8) Main Entry Security: poor visual connection to admin, no control after someone is
buzzed into building.
o (7) Music Room: Built-in risers limit flexibility, too high, and dangerous when full. Room
is not large enough for whole band.
o (5) Science Room lacking proper ventilation, functional student workstations, and an
emergency eyewash.
o (5) Gym bleachers are old, dangerous for elderly / low mobility, no ADA seats
o (4) Weight room is too small, overcrowded, not accessible, and stair railing not secure
o (4) Art room too small, students overcrowded working too closely. Need more space for
materials/student project storage. Need dedicated front of room.
o Concession for grab-n-go HS lunch and events is too small, dangerous working
conditions
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•

Track & Field
o (7) cinder/dirt track can’t be used majority of spring due to snow and rain. Need allweather track
o (5) No parking lot. Visitors park along street, as far as 4 to 6 blocks from facility.
o (4) No locker rooms – Safety concern during inclement weather
o (3) restroom facility not ADA, in poor condition, sewer backup

3.6.2. What could an updated school in Julesburg look like?
This exercise was designed to understand what the Julesburg community thinks their facilities should
look like. A wide variety of various interior/exterior school photos were presented, the community
wrote on the pictures what they either liked or disliked about them (Refer to Appendix 3.6.2 “Future
School Vision”). These are common trends that stood out;
- Daylighting
o Very high priority in all types of spaces (classrooms, hallways, gym, etc.)
o frequent hail in this area of Colorado, so location/size of windows is important
- Outdoor learning space
o Very high priority
o Can be used for classes and lunch
o Include paving, landscaping, furniture, and shade
- Variety of spaces
o Mixture of types of spaces for students, even within classroom
o Cafeteria can double as student workspace
o Spaces for small presentations, small group work, breakout spaces and
- Individual spaces
o Reading nooks for elementary, individual working space for HS
- Flexible furniture
o Inside classrooms, hallways, and cafeteria
o Open spaces to re-configure as needed
- Main entry
o Defined and inviting
o Covered for weather
- Hallways
o Flexible mixed-use area
o Not too much visibility into classrooms
o No blind spots
- Aesthetic
o Not traditional – more contemporary
o Inviting and beautiful
o Mix of bright colors and natural materials
3.6.3. What makes Julesburg Unique
This exercise was designed to understand what the community identifies as unique to Julesburg and
how they view their identity in north eastern Colorado. Items included:
- Agricultural history
- Historic significance
- Nice distance to the mountains
- Up-keep of their community is impressive for a small town
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-

Close to Lake McConaughy
Pony Express trail

3.6.4. Survey – Educational Values
This survey assessed which educational values the communities believes are most important. (Refer to
Appendix 3.6.4 “Community Survey”). While all aspects of education are important, this lets the district
know which may gain more community support for facility improvements.
o From most important to least
 Technology 80%
 Career Preparation 69%
 Vocational / Agricultural 57%
 Special Needs 57%
 Music 50%
 Athletics 46%
 College Prep 46%
 Visual arts 42%
 Continued Adult Education 26%
 Theater 23%
3.6.5. Existing facilities Survey
This survey assessed which aspects of the existing school facilities the community saw lacking the most.
(Refer to Appendix 3.6.4 “Community Survey”).
The data concludes that while nothing is exceeding expectations, few spaces are meeting expectations,
and most are considered tolerable or inadequate.
At the elementary, the most severely inadequate conditions are in visual arts and technology.
At the high school, the most inadequate condition is for the vocational/agricultural program.
3.6.6. Survey – Community Values
This survey asked the community if they think their school buildings are safe, welcoming, and a good
reflection of their community. (Refer to Appendix 3.6.4 “Community Survey”).
The results show that the community feels most strongly that the High School does not feel welcoming,
and the Elementary school does not feel safe.

3.7.

Program of Spaces Needed

A few different programs were produced depending on the options the school district considered.
When looking at the option to have a separate K-6 building and 7-12 building, each building would have
a separate program. When looking at the option for a full K-12 building, a single program
accommodates the whole district with more efficient square footage due to shared spaces. In this
exercise the programs are developed as hypothetical buildings that would house the requirements of
the school district. In the Strategic Plan section of this master plan, these programs are used to
determine the size of a new or replacement school. For the options that keep portions of the existing
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buildings; The program is used to identify what spaces would need to be modified to meet the program
or identify what spaces wouldn’t meet the space requirements of the program.
Based on the District goals, education requirements, and community needs the following programs were
produced.
PK-6 Program
The elementary program for a new building is very close to the size of the existing building, this
will be helpful in justifying the size for the community and State funding. Although it is larger
than CDE median school size, it is within a reasonable sq ft per student. Also, a new building will
get optimum room sizes and adjacencies where the existing building doesn't meet the desired
program due to layout inefficiencies.
7-12 Program
The Julesburg jr/sr high school has a robust vocational/tech program that is important to the
community and provides shop spaces and a classroom space for the various Vo/Tech programs.
There is also high importance placed on Family Consumer Science, which can share space with
the Life Skills program. Because of the rural location there is high usage of online courses,
requiring a classroom space for multiple students simultaneously attending on-line courses.
The high school classrooms are smaller due to the low student population, but in order to
provide the variety of subjects required for graduation and for education opportunities, the
school requires (4) more classrooms than the standard core classrooms and electives required
by student population.
The high school in Julesburg also includes the district board room.
PK-12 Program
The PK-12 program has all the same spaces as the two separate programs, the difference being
that many redundant spaces can be shared such as the gymnasium, kitchen and cafeteria,
library, art room, and office/admin space. Due to the same requirements for small rural schools
as noted above, this program is still larger than CDE median school size, but it is within a
reasonable sq ft per student and provides a much smaller square footage than the existing
facilities.
(Refer to Appendix 3.7. “Square Footage Excerpt from CDE Facility Construction Guidelines” for more
detailed information)
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JULESBURG 7-12 HIGH SCHOOL
7/9/2019

HIGHSCHOOL CORE LEARNING SPACES
MATH

25

700

1

SOCIAL STUDIES

25

700

1

ENGLISH

25

700

1

SCIENCE CLASSROOM /LAB COMBO

25

1,100

1

PREP ROOM

125

1

STORAGE

100

1

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMMED
SIZE (SF)

STUDENT #

SPACE

114

PROGRAM NOTES

QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

700 (2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base
and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;
carpet
700 (2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base
and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;
carpet
700 (2)
8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base

TEACHING
SPACES

7TH - 12TH GRADE

1
1

and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;
carpet
1,100 provide wood casework with acid resistant tops; 6
student stations with h/c water, gas, and duplex
outlet at each station; teacher demonstration unit
with h/c water, gas and duplex outlet; Fume hood
and safety shower; 8' Markerboard and 8'
Tackboard
125 Between two labs, shared hood w/ HS lab,
shower/eye wash
100

1

1

3,425
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM

675

0

0 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base
and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;

TOILET ROOM

110

1

STORAGE
OFFICE
STORAGE
ELL CLASSROOM

10

100
100
150
300

1
1
1
1

110 6' of base cabinet with vinyl cushion for changing
station - located with CFS room
100
100
150
300 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base
and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;
carpet
760

SHARED EDUCATIONAL SPACES
ART

25

1,125

1

1,125 provide 12 LF of tall storage units, 45 LF of base
cabinets with solid surface counter, 3 deep sinks,
power/data for up to 6 computers + teacher
computer, (1) 8' Markerboard; (3) 8' Tackboards

KILN ROOM

100

1

STORAGE

200

1

50

2,250

1

100 provide power and ventilation for owner provided
kiln
200 15 LF of shelving on standards (5 shelves high),
24" deep
2,250 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 3' tall cabinet,
3' wardrobe; carpet. Instrument storage by owner

STORAGE - SHEET MUSIC
STORAGE - INSTRUMENTS
PRACTICE ROOMS
OFFICE
TECH / MEDIA CLASSROOM

25

100
300
75
120
750

1
1
2
1
1

TECH / MEDIA LAB

18

500

1

FAMILY CONSUMER SCIENCE (CFS)

15

900

1

CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
(Industrial Arts /VoAg)

25

2,600

1

120
200

1
1

MUSIC

16

CFS doubles as SPED room

1

1

OFFICE
TOOL STORAGE

100
300
150
120
750 Connected to Media Lab
(2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF base
and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3' wardrobe;
carpet;
500 Connected to Media Classroom
(2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; power to
support 18 computer stations
900 1/2 room CFS= 2 student kitchen stations to
DOUBLES AS SPED ROOM
include sink, stove, exhaust, dishwasher, laundry,
demonstration desk. in the space; provide a
demonstration desk, countertop with cabinets,
storage for sewing, roll-up window for concessions,
VCT. 1/2 room SPED = flexable furniture, (2) 8'
whiteboards, (2) 4' tack boards, carpet, special
equipment TBD
2,600 at WOOD shop: provide space and power for work
bench, radial arm chopper, (2) lathes, drill press
and (2) band saws
at METAL shop: provide space and power for (3)
CNC machines, (4) work benches with vices (power
to them in center of room), (2) pan breaks, (4)
migs, (5) arc welders. (2) project storage cabinets,
plasma cutter, spot welder, chop saw, (2) drill
presses, (2) 2 grinders, portable 4-ton lift for
engines, (5) gas welding machines
120
200

1

1

1

PROGRAM NOTES

15

300
120
600

1
1
1

300
120
600

20

600

1

600

QUESTIONS / COMMENTS

TEACHING
SPACES

TOTAL

INDEPENDENT STUDY (ICAP)

QTY

MATERIAL STORAGE
PAINT / FINISH ROOM
CAREER TECH CLASSROOM

PROGRAMMED
SIZE (SF)

STUDENT #

SPACE

1
1
11,035
SHARED COMMON SPACES
GYMNASIUM

STORAGE
STORAGE - OUTDOOR
COACH'S ROOM/ OFFICE
PE LOCKER ROOM GIRLS
PE LOCKER ROOM BOYS
VARSITY LOCKER ROOM GIRLS
VARSITY LOCKER ROOM BOYS
WEIGHT ROOM
TRAINING ROOM
CONCESSIONS
STORAGE
LIBRARY
WORK ROOM
AUDITORIUM
170
SET STORAGE
COSTUME STORAGE
STAGE
CONTROL ROOM
CAFETERIA/ MULTI-PURPOSE / COMMONS 57
WARMING KITCHEN
TABLE AND CHAIR STORAGE

10,322

1

250
200
120
600
600
800
800
1,000
100
200
60
1,200
150
2,400
200
150
1,000
75
1,200
600
250

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10,322 seating capacity for 11,322 SF is 500. cross courts
are 76 feet long
include divider curtain, two cross courts, (6)
retractable basketball hoops, (6) volley ball sleeves

1

250
200
120
600
600
800
800
1,000
100
200
60
1,200
150
2,400 sized for 240 seats
200
150
1,000
75
1,200
600
250
22,277

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
RECEPTION
PRINCIPAL
OFFICES - counseling
COUNCELING CONFERENCE ROOM
OFFICES - itinerant
ISS
STAFF TOILET
WORKROOM

250
180
120
250
120
120
64
250

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

BOARD ROOM/CONFERENCE ROOM

800

1

RECORDS ROOM
CLINIC W/ HC TOILET

180
250

1
1

250 desk space to support 2 staff
180
120
250 sized to seat 10 people
120
120
128
250 1/2 teacher supplies and storage, 1/2 teacher break
room. 20 LF of base and upper cabinets, sink,
fridge, microwaves, and printer
800 video conferencing capability, presentation area,
ability to open to larger space for audience
180
250 space for one recovery couch, 4 LF counter with
locking cabinets and sink,and fridge. VCT.
2,648

SUMMARY
TOTAL NET SF
CIRCULATION 35%

40,145
14,051

TOTAL GROSS SF

54,196

SF PER STUDENT

475 CDE Medium Gross Square Footage for 100
students = 19,183 @ 192 SF/Student

12

EXISTING 54,462 SQFT

JULESBURG K-6 ELEMENTRY SCHOOL

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SPACES
PRE-K + TOILET

16

1,000

2

KINDERGARTEN + TOILET

25

836

1

CLASSROOM, 1ST-3RD GRADE

25

800

3

CLASSROOM, 4TH-6TH GRADE

25

750

3

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM

675

1

TOILET ROOM

110

1

STORAGE

PROGRAM NOTES

100

1

CALM DOWN ROOM

180

1

180

OFFICE - COUNCILOR

120

1

120

336
168

2
1

672
168

12
6

QUESTIONS

2,000 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; changing table, 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT,
hand sink
836 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink
2,400 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink
2,250 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink
7,486
675 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; hand sink , carpet/VCT; discuss
specific requirements
110 6' of base cabinet with vinyl cushion for
changing station
100

BOCES CLASSROOM
TITLE 1 / ELL CLASSROOM

10

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMMED
SIZE (SF)

SPACE

TEACHING
SPACES

7/9/2019

170

STUDENT #

K-6 SCHOOL

1

3

3

Use BOCES and Tile 1 for group meeting rooms

2,025
SHARED EDUCATIONAL SPACES
ART

25

875

1

STORAGE
MUSIC

0
25

100
1,000

1
1

25

100
120
950

1
1
1

1,200

1

100
150

1
1

STORAGE
OFFICE
SCIENCE / MAKER SPACE

875 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; deep basin sink, handwash sink;
hard surface floor
100
1,000 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 3' tall
cabinet, 3' wardrobe; carpet. Instrument
storage by owner
100
120
950

1
STAGE USED AS SECONDARY CLASSROOM
WHEN SCHEDULING OVERLAPS

1

USED FOR STEM ACTIVITIES

1
LIBRARY

STORAGE
WORK ROOM

1,200 Includes computer area for 24 students.
Individual focused learning area - mix of book
shelves, reading areas, technology
100
150
4,595

SHARED COMMON SPACES
GYM
STORAGE
STORAGE - OUTDOOR
COACH'S ROOM/ OFFICE
CAFETERIA/ MULTI-PURPOSE
KITCHEN

TABLE AND CHAIR STORAGE
STAGE

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
RECEPTION
PRINCIPAL

57

3,000
250
200
120
1,200
1,300

1
1
1
1
1
1

3,000
250
200
120
1,200
1,300 INCLUDES OFFICE, RESTROOM, JAN
CLOSET, DRY STORAGE, AND COOLER

150
1,200

1
1

150
1,200 SIZE: 28' X 25'
COULD BE CO-LOCATED WITH GYM
NEEDS OPERABLE WALL FOR CLASSROOM
USE
7,420

250
180

1
1

250 desk space to support 2 staff
180

1

PART OF ENTRY COMMONS

PROGRAM NOTES

OFFICE - ITINERANT / ISS
STAFF TOILET
CONFERENCE ROOM
WORKROOM

120
64
250
250

1
2
1
1

120
128
250 sized to seat 10 people
250 1/2 teacher supplies and storage, 1/2 teacher
break room. 20 LF of base and upper cabinets,
sink, fridge, microwaves, and printer

RECORDS ROOM
CLINIC W/ HC TOILET

180
250

1
1

180
250 space for one recovery couch, 4 LF counter
with locking cabinets and sink,and fridge. VCT.

QUESTIONS

TEACHING
SPACES

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMMED
SIZE (SF)

STUDENT #

SPACE

1,608
SUMMARY
TOTAL NET SF
CIRCULATION 35%

23,134
8,097

TOTAL GROSS SF

31,231

SF PER STUDENT

184 CDE Medium Gross Square Footage for 200
students = 29,197 @ 146 SF/Student

11

EXISTING BUILDING = 31,395 SQFT

JULESBURG K-12 SCHOOL
7/9/2019
TEACHING
SPACES

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMME
D SIZE (SF)

SPACE

STUDENT #

284

PK-12

PROGRAM NOTES

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SPACES
PRE-K + TOILET

16

1,000

2

KINDERGARTEN + TOILET

22

836

1

CLASSROOM, 1ST-3RD GRADE

25

800

3

2,400 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink

3

CLASSROOM, 4TH-6TH GRADE

25

750

3

2,250 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink

3

2,000 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; changing table, 2/3 carpet, 1/3
VCT, hand sink
836 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; 2/3 carpet, 1/3 VCT, hand sink

1

7,486
JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL CORE LEARNING SPACES
MATH
25

700

1

SOCIAL STUDIES

25

700

1

ENGLISH

25

700

1

SCIENCE CLASSROOM /LAB COMBO

25

1,100

1

PREP ROOM

125

1

STORAGE

100

1

675

1

110

1

12
12
10
10

100
180
120
250
336
336
300
675
110
100
100
150

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

25

1,125

1

KILN ROOM

100

1

STORAGE

200

1

2,250

1

100

1

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM (ES)

10

TOILET ROOM
STORAGE
CALM DOWN ROOM
OFFICE - COUNSELOR
COUNSELOR MEETING ROOM
BOCES CLASSROOM
TITLE 1 CLASSROOM
ELL CLASSROOM
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSROOM (HS)
TOILET ROOM
OFFICE
STORAGE
STORAGE
SHARED EDUCATIONAL SPACES
ART

MUSIC - INSTRUMENTAL (HS)

STORAGE - SHEET MUSIC

50

700 (2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; carpet
700 (2) 8' Markerboard, (2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; carpet
700 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; carpet
1,100 provide wood casework with acid resistant
tops; 6 student stations with h/c water, gas,
and duplex outlet at each station; teacher
demonstration unit with h/c water, gas and
duplex outlet; Fume hood and safety shower;
8' Markerboard and 8' Tackboard

1

1

1

1

125 Between lab and storage rooms, shared
hood w/ HS lab, shower/eye wash
100
3,425
675 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; carpet/VCT; discuss other special
needs
110 6' of base cabinet with vinyl cushion for
changing station
200
180
120
250
336 (1) 8' Markerboard, (1) 8' Tackboard
336 (1) 8' Markerboard, (1) 8' Tackboard
300 (1) 8' Markerboard, (1) 8' Tackboard
0
110
100
100
150
2,967
1,125 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; deep basin sink, handwash sink;
hard surface floor
100 provide power and ventilation for owner
provided kiln
200 15 LF of shelving on standards (5 shelves
high), 24" deep
2,250 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 3' tall
cabinet, 3' wardrobe; carpet. Instrument
storage by owner
100

USED BY ES

USED BY ES

USED BY ES & HS
USED BY ES
USED BY ES & HS
CFS ROOM doubles as SPED room
ATTACHED TO CFS
ATTACHED TO CFS
ATTACHED TO CFS
ATTACHED TO CFS

USED BY 5-12

1

USED BY HS

1

STORAGE - INSTRUMENTS
PRACTICE ROOM(S)
OFFICE
MUSIC - VOCAL (ELEM)

36

300
75
120
1,080

1
2
1
1

STORAGE
OFFICE
ELEMENTARY MAKER SPACE

25

100
FALSE
950

1
1
1

TECH / MEDIA CLASSROOM
TECH / MEDIA LAB
FAMILY CONSUMER SCIENCE (CFS) (HS)

25
18
20

750
500
900

1
1
1

CAREER TECH CLASSROOM
INDEPENDENT STUDY (ICAP)
CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
(Industrial Arts /VoAg)

20
20
25

600
600
2,600

1
1
1

120
200
300
120

1
1
1
1

11,300

1

STORAGE
STORAGE - OUTDOOR
COACH'S ROOM/ OFFICE
PE LOCKER ROOM GIRLS
PE LOCKER ROOM BOYS
VARSITY LOCKER ROOM GIRLS
VARSITY LOCKER ROOM BOYS
WEIGHT ROOM
TRAINING ROOM
WRESTLING ROOM
CONCESSIONS

250
200
120
600
600
800
800
1,200
100
1,600
200

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

STORAGE
LIBRARY
STORAGE
WORK ROOM
AUDITORIUM

60
1,800
100
150
2,900

1
1
1
1
1

200
150
1,000
75
1,800
1,300

1
1
1
1
1
1

OFFICE
TOOL STORAGE
MATERIAL STORAGE
PAINT / FINISH ROOM
SHARED COMMON SPACES
GYMNASIUM

SET STORAGE
COSTUME STORAGE
STAGE
CONTROL ROOM
CAFETERIA/MULTI-PURPOSE
KITCHEN

290

95

TEACHING
SPACES

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMME
D SIZE (SF)

STUDENT #

SPACE

PROGRAM NOTES

300
150
120
1,080 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 3' tall
cabinet, 3' wardrobe; carpet. Instrument
storage by owner
100
0
950 (2) 8' Markerboard,(2) 8' Tackboard; 15 LF
base and wall cabinets with 3' tall cabinet, 3'
wardrobe; deep basin sink, handwash sink;
hard surface floor

USED HS & ES

1

USED BY ES - STEM ACTIVITIES

750
500
900 1/2 room CFS= 2 student kitchen stations to USED BY HS - DOUBLES AS HS SPED
include sink, stove, exhaust, dishwasher,
laundry, demonstration desk. in the space;
provide a demonstration desk, countertop
with cabinets, storage for sewing, roll-up
window for concessions, VCT. 1/2 room
SPED = flexable furniture, (2) 8' whiteboards,
(2) 4' tack boards, carpet, special equipment
600 TBD
(1) 8' Markerboard, (1) 8' Tackboard
600 (1) 8' Markerboard, (1) 8' Tackboard
2,600 at WOOD shop: provide space and power for
work bench, radial arm chopper, (2) lathes,
drill press and (2) band saws
at METAL shop: provide space and power for
(3) CNC machines, (4) work benches with
vices (power to them in center of room), (2)
pan breaks, (4) migs, (5) arc welders. (2)
project storage cabinets, plasma cutter, spot
welder, chop saw, (2) drill presses, (2) 2
grinders, portable 4-ton lift for engines, (5)
120 gas welding machines

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

200
300
120
13,165
11,300 seating capacity for 11,300 SF is 600.
verify equipment: basketball backstops,
volleyball sleeves. wood floor,two full cross
courts, divider curtain for shared use
250
200
120
600
600
800
800
1,200
100
0
200 countertop and roll-upwindow, cabinet
storage, equipment by owner
60
1,800
100
150
2,900 290 seats, fixed seating, control booth,
acoustical finishes, lighting and sound
equipment by owner
200
150
1,000
75
1,800
1,300

SHARED BY HS & ES

1

NOT INCLUDED

USED BY HS & ES

USED BY HS, ES, AND COMMUNITY.

TABLE AND CHAIR STORAGE

250

1

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
RECEPTION
PRINCIPAL
OFFICE- ASSISTANT PRINC, COUNSELOR

250
180
120

1
1
2

OFFICES - ITINERANT
ISS/ITENERANT OFFICE
STAFF TOILET
CONFERENCE ROOM
WORKROOM

120
120
64
250
300

1
1
2
1
1

RECORDS ROOM
BOARD ROOM
CLINIC W/ HC TOILET

180
800
250

1
1
1

TEACHING
SPACES

TOTAL

QTY

PROGRAMME
D SIZE (SF)

STUDENT #

SPACE

PROGRAM NOTES

250
25,955
250 desk space to support 2 staff
180
240

1 HS, 1 ES

120
120
128
250 sized to seat 10 people
300 1/2 teacher supplies and storage, 1/2 teacher
break room. 20 LF of base and upper
cabinets, sink, fridge, microwaves, and
USED BY HS AND ES
printer
180
800
250 space for one recovery couch, 4 LF counter
with locking cabinets and sink,and fridge.
VCT.
2,818

SUMMARY
TOTAL NET SF
CIRCULATION 35%
TOTAL GROSS SF
SF PER STUDENT

55,816
19,536
75,352
265 CDE Medium Gross Square Footage for 300
students = 47,715 @ 159 SF/Student
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JULESBURG SQFT COMPARISON

Julesburg Facility Square Footage Comparisons
K-6 School

Existing Buildings

7-12 School

K-12 School Option

Total School Buildings

# students 170
# students 114
# students 284
# students 284
Total GFS SQ FT/Student Total GFS
SQ FT/Student Total GFS
SQ FT/Student Total GFS
SQ FT/Student
31,395
185
54,462
478
85,857
302
85,857
302

Football Stadium
and Press Box

Athletic Storage
(at track and
field)

Maintenance
Storage (at
elementary)

2,532

936

1,545

2,800

1,500

0

Total GFS
95,170

Bus Garage (at Storage Building
track and field) (at high school)

other

District Total

Proposed Facilities

31,231

184

54,196

475

75,352

265

85,427

301

2,532

2,400

1,545

2,800

1,500

0

96,204

Generic Program*

30,366

179

43,170

379

61,702

217

73,536

259

2,532

2,400

1,545

2,800

1,500

0

84,313

CDE Median School Sizes

29,197

146

19,183

192

47,715

159

48,380

161

2,532

936

1,545

2,800

1,500

0

57,693

Proposed Facilities
difference from existing:

(164)
(smaller)

(266)
(smaller)

(10,505)
(smaller)

(430)
(smaller)

2,034
(larger)

35,013
(larger)

27,637
(larger)

37,047
(larger)

(1,029)
(smaller)

(11,292)
(smaller)

(24,155)
(smaller)

(12,321)
(smaller)

1,169
(larger)

23,987
(larger)

13,987
(larger)

25,156
(larger)

Proposed Facilities
difference from CDE:
Generic Program*
difference from existing:
Generic Program*
difference from CDE:

*The "Generic program" is a program based only on student population without individual school district requirements
Notes:
The elementary program for a new building is very close to the size of the existing building, this will be helpful in justifying the size for the community and State
funding. Although it is larger than CDE median school size, it is within a reasonable sq ft per student. Also, a new building will get optimum room sizes and
adjacencies where the existing building doesn't quite meet the desired program due to layout inefficiencies.

Reasoning for elementary size:
Julesburg provides 2 preschool classrooms which are not in state median calculations. Without preschool the building would be at 28,531 at 207
sf/student.
The high school proposed program has a high square foot per student compared to State median. This will require justification when seeking State funding. It
is favorable that a replacement school would be smaller than the existing building, but the State questions schools that have a sq ft per student higher than
300.
Reasoning for high school size:
Julesburg has a robust Vocational/Tech program that is important to the community and provides a shop spaces and a classroom space for the various
Vo/Tech programs.
There is also high importance placed on Family Consumer Science, which can share space with the Life Skills program.
Becuase of the rural location there is high useage of online courses, requiring a classroom space for multiple students simultaneously attending on-line
courses.
The high school classrooms are smaller due to the low student population, but in order to provide the variety of subjects required for graduation and for
education opportunities, the school requires (4) more classrooms than the standard core classrooms and electives required by student population.
The high school in Julesburg also includes district board room.

1,034
(larger)

(57,693)
(smaller)

3.7.1. Number of Teaching Spaces:
Calculation of required teaching spaces is different for grades K-6 than 7-12. At the Elementary level,
teaching spaces are needed by grade based on number of students and maximum class size, while at
the Middle and High School levels the teaching spaces are required based on the number of teaching
spaces required at any one time to accommodate the number of students, but also the variety of
specialized classrooms to accommodate the required courses.
Elementary K-6:
Number of students: 138 students (+ 32 preschool students)
Equals an average of 20 students per grade.
This totals 11 teaching spaces (minimum) required for K-6. (+2 preschool rooms)
Grades 7-12
Number of students: 114 students
Average classroom size: 19 students per class
Utilization rate: 85%
(not all classes can be used during every period due to planning periods),
This totals 12 teaching spaces (minimum) required for grades 7-12*
*The number of high school rooms is determined by the required curriculum offered by the
school. If classrooms were full and subjects were limited there would only need to be 7
classrooms in the building. To accommodate 4 core classes plus the 4 basic types of electives
(Art, Music, P.E. Technology), there needs to be at a minimum 8 different spaces.
Because Julesburg is a rural community, there are some programs that have a high importance
in addition to the basic electives. The community places high importance on Agriculture and
Industrial Arts education, with schedule requirements for two spaces occupied simultaneously:
an ag science classroom and industrial arts shop. There is also high importance placed on Family
Consumer Science, which can share space with the Life Skills program. Also because of the rural
location there is high usage of online courses, requiring a space for multiple students at a time.
The high school currently operates with 11 teaching staff. One teaches both art and computers
(requiring 2 separate rooms).
(Refer to Appendix 3.7.1 “Teaching Station Calculation” for more detailed information)
3.7.2. Size of Teaching Spaces:
The required space for teaching differs from elementary to high school. Planning for the replacement
school project utilized CDE Public School Facility Construction Guidelines 1 CCR 303(1). Kindergarten
spaces are planned at 38 square feet per student, Elementary spaces are planned at 32 square feet per
student, grades 4-6 at 30 square feet per student, and Middle and High School spaces are planned at 28
square feet per student.
The Elementary provides 2 preschool classrooms which are not in state median calculations. Without
preschool, the building would be at 28,531 at 207 sf/student.
Julesburg School District Facilities Master Plan
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The Elementary School’s largest class size in the current population of students is 25 students and sees
class sizes anywhere from 17 to 25 students. 1st thru 3rd classrooms should have a minimum size of 800
square feet and 4th thru 6th grade classrooms should have a minimum size of 750 square feet.
Grades 7-12 see class sizes anywhere between 14 and 25. Classes are generally designed to hold 20 to
25 students. Classrooms for grades 7-12 should be a minimum of 700 square feet but would provide
better flexibility if there were a variety of class sizes between 650 and 840 square feet.
The Business, Art, Music, CFS and Science rooms are larger to accommodate the more specific
requirements of those programs. Additionally, a larger group room should be planned, either by
operable walls that create a larger space for to accommodate larger classes, or multi-purpose use of a
specialty space.
Industrial Arts and Ag Ed offerings require large spaces with shop space for both woods and metals. The
Industrial Arts room size is determined by the equipment and safety requirements needed to teach the
essential programs. These programs were identified by the community as one of the highest priority
offerings of the school district.
3.7.3. Other Program Space Needs:
Preschool is not part of CDE median square footages but is provided in Julesburg school district.
The district also requires space for district offices, maintenance, and storage. Because the
superintendent of schools is also principal for the high school, the district offices should be within the
high school program. Maintenance and vehicle storage spaces can fit into other existing district owned
buildings. The proposed program fits more program elements in a smaller square footage than the
total combined existing facilities.
3.7.4. Allowance for Growth:
Enrollment trends have minor fluctuations grade to grade but based on demographic projections the
enrollment is fairly stable. The program should accommodate graduating 25 students per year. The
total student population, including preschool, should be approximately 285-350.
Based on the number of elementary students, there should be 1 classroom per grade. Classrooms have
been sized for 25 students so the school could accommodate a maximum of 175 students. (207
including preschool)
Based on the 12 teaching spaces required for 7th-12th grade students, with 85% scheduling efficiency
these spaces would accommodate a maximum of 175 7th-12th grade students. The classrooms are sized
to accommodate flexibility in class size and could accommodate as much as 225 students. This may also
require reducing the number of elective classes and increasing the number of core classes taught, or
improving the scheduling efficiency, but there is capacity in the building if needed.
The programmed classroom sizes can comfortably contain the District’s current class sizes as well as
reasonably house a population of up to 400 students. Though the school population has the ability to
grow, the school and classrooms aren’t sized for growth. Classrooms are sized appropriately to be
3 - Educational and Community Requirements
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functional and flexible for the current population. That size will accommodate some growth without
adding staff or additional classrooms.
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4. Facility Assessments
4.1.

District Facilities Overview

The current school district facilities are functioning yet aging. The elementary and jr/sr high schools
have safety and security concerns as well as educational suitability concerns. Both school buildings have
poor thermal control and poor daylighting.
Facilities Owned or Leased by the School District
Name of Facility
Address of Facility
Use of Facility
Square Footage
Year Built
Construction Type
Additions to Facilities
Name of Facility
Address of Facility
Use of Facility
Square Footage
Year Built
Construction Type
Additions to Facilities
Name of Facility
Address of Facility
Use of Facility
Square Footage
Year Built
Construction Type
Additions to Facilities
Name of Facility
Address of Facility
Use of Facility
Square Footage
Year Built
Construction Type
Additions to Facilities
Name of Facility
Address of Facility
Use of Facility
Square Footage
Year Built
Construction Type
Additions to Facilities

Julesburg Elementary School
525 Spruce St, Julesburg, CO 80737
Grades K - 6
31,395
1952
Steel framed roof, brick cavity walls with CMU backup
1967, 1978
Julesburg High School
102 W 6th St, Julesburg, CO 80737
Grades 7 - 12
54,462
1978
Steel framed roof, brick cavity walls with CMU backup, concrete
Gym built in 1955
Julesburg Track and Field
900 Vine St.
Sports practice and events
N/A
1995 (Grandstands)
N/A
N/A
Storage Buildings
900 Vine St
Storage
936, each
1992
Wood
None
District Bus Barn
900 Vine Street
Bus Barn
5000
1948
Metal, barrel roof
None
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4.2.

Existing District Sites

The school district currently has three sites in Julesburg: the elementary school site, the jr/sr high school
site, and the athletic track and field site. All sites are constrained by city streets. The elementary site is
an entire city block. The high school site is adjacent to private residences. The track and field site is
adjacent to city baseball fields. The elementary school site includes a practice field.
There is no state requirement for the size of sites. The elementary site is approximately 5.3 acres, the
High School is approximately 4 acres, the track and field site is approximately 5.8 acres Based on a study
by CEFPI, a K-12 school campus should have at least 10 acres to accommodate the facilities, parking, and
playfields for a school.
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4.3.

Elementary School

2
4.3.1. Site and Elementary School Building Information
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Julesburg Elementary School is a 31,395 square foot, 1-story building located in Julesburg, Colorado
80737. A main building was built in 1952 and a classroom wing was added shortly thereafter. The music
room was added in 1967. The building underwent renovations in 1978 and 2008 including roof and
mechanical system. The School serves Pre-Kindergarten through Sixth grades. The town of Julesburg, a
rural community with a population of 1,211 (2014), is located in a primarily agricultural community
surrounded by residential homes. Dates concerning original building and renovations were derived from
construction documents, plaques and Staff comments.
4.3.2. Julesburg Elementary School Condition Assessment
4.3.2.1. Assessment Overview:
The State Facility Assessment identifies many facility issues, with many components falling into the
category of “beyond its useful life and should be budgeted for repair/ replacement.” However, the
report also states that” the system is currently functioning”. The Neenan Company and Julesburg School
District facility staff walked the buildings/ site to verify the assessment and identify any additional
issues. Many issues are due to the age of the systems within the facilities, but most important are the
safety issues that have developed over time. The major safety issues include the student drop off
(which is a local street); security of the exterior and interior doors and front entry security. There are
accessibility issues inside and outside of the school building. Classroom issues include temperature
control and noise issues with the mechanical system. Major failing systems include deteriorating
plumbing pipes.
(Refer to appendix 4.3.2 “Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram” for a visual representation of the major
building issues.)

4.3.2.2. Major Items Identified in the State Facility Assessment:
Reference the “CDE School Report, Julesburg ES; Feb 15, 2018” (separate document) for more
detailed information.
•

Site safety: Parent drop off and bus parking are on public streets

•

Site lighting safety: Exterior lighting is old and not providing code required lighting
levels.

•

Site accessibility: No accessible curb cuts for sidewalks and concrete sidewalk and curbs
need to be replaced due to deterioration, cracking, and heaving.

•

Building exterior: doors are due to be repaired/replaced.

•

Interior security and accessibility: Interior doors and door hardware are beyond their
useful life and should be replaced.

•

Electrical systems: Building fire alarm, security camera and intercom system are
approaching its useful life and should be replaced. The fire alarm is non-addressable.
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•

Fire safety: Building does not have a fire sprinkler system

•

Restroom plumbing fixtures are beyond their useful life and should be replaced.

•

Kitchen equipment and exhaust is beyond its useful life and should be replaced.

•

Electrical fixtures: 50% of the building light fixtures are beyond their useful life and
should be replaced.

•

Interior environment: Interior finishes are due to be repaired/replaced. Specifically
carpet and VCT floors, ceiling finishes.

4.3.2.3. Major Items NOT Identified in the State Facility Assessment
The Neenan Company toured Julesburg Elementary School to verify the CDE School Assessment Report
with actual current conditions. Walkthroughs included the Julesburg facility staff, architect, and
preconstruction manager. A summary of the major health and safety issues as well as other important
factors to the School District and community are as follows:
•

Safety on campus is a primary life safety concern. Drop off areas are not separated
from public streets. Bus loading / unloading is not in a separate zone from other traffic
and does not have appropriate signage designating its area. Parent pick up / drop off is a
designated area, with minor conflicts. Both are on city streets with no separation. Also,
the playground is close to street with no fencing separating children from streets.

•

Main entry security is a major concern. Visitors are buzzed in without direct interaction
with administration. Visitors have full access to school once in the front door. There is
no space in the admin area for visitors.

•

Building security is a major concern regarding the multiple, unsecured entries which are
not able to be easily monitored during school hours. There is no automated controlled
access or intrusion detection. Without keypads at entries or minimal security cameras
onsite the building not only compromises the life safety of students and staff but also
takes more time for staff to monitor, reducing time for education.

•

Exterior Accessibility: The main entry is not accessible, limits the schools’ ability to
accommodate students and public. Sidewalks have settling and growing cracks, which
causes accessibility concerns, especially by the south, main entry side of the building.
Sidewalks do not have curb cuts from parking areas. Also, there is no accessible
playground equipment and fall protection is non-accessible pea-gravel.

•

Interior building accessibility: Restrooms are not accessible, and one stall retrofitted for
wheelchair access has a curtain instead of a door. Interior door hardware is not
accessible as defined by ADA – most doors do not have lever handles. Most restrooms
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do not have accessible stalls School does not have adequate or accessible drinking
fountains in hallway
•

Fire safety: Fire alarms are not audible in portions of the building.

•

Interior safety: Interior classroom doors do not meet Colorado safety requirements.
Also, basement stairs in the main entry hall, even though noted as adequate in the state
assessment, are open to the main hall causing a safety concern for children.

•

Preschool Program requirements: classrooms do not have accessible adjacent restrooms
or changing areas.

•

Plumbing systems: Water distribution piping is failing, and underground distribution is
inaccessible to replace. Also, science demonstration sink is inoperable

•

Temperature control: Music room temperature is inadequate. Students wear coats in
winter. General classroom temperature is difficult to maintain due to insufficient
mechanical system.

•

Water damage in preschool ceiling.

•

Kitchen is too small for number of students being served; food is stored in various places
in school due to a lack of proper food storage availability.

4.3.3. Julesburg Elementary Educational Adequacy
The existing Elementary building meets education requirements but is not ideal for the current
programmatic needs. There is a lack of space for enrichment classes and individualized needs and there
is limited flexibility in the use of classroom space. The major issues of educational inadequacy are
building safety and security, accessibility, and quality of classroom environment.

•

Thermal comfort: is the top concern of staff and students. Heat and cooling are difficult
to control in classrooms. Students have poor concentration due to extreme cold and
heat.

•

Power: Classrooms and office spaces currently do not have adequate outlets available
and existing outlet circuits are overloaded. Due to minimal electricity outlets, teachers
regularly utilize extension cords.

•

Special Education spaces do not fully meet requirements. There is a special education
classroom, but there are not separate office, conference, or restroom spaces dedicated
to special education or special testing, nor is there a dedicated storage area for special
education programs.
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•

Access to education spaces: Small group and individualized instruction areas are not
available throughout the building for easy access.

•

Poor classroom environments: Classrooms have poor daylighting. Windows in
classroom are small and cause contrast and glare issues rather than daylight the
classroom space. Light fixture light levels cannot adjust for teaching requirements.
Mechanical system is noisy and disrupts the classroom.

•

Inadequate classroom flexibility: classroom furniture limits class flexibility, active
learning, collaboration, and teacher instruction.

•

Classroom electrical: inadequate number of outlets in classroom for current education
function. Many classrooms have two outlets.

•

Inadequate space for special needs: the classroom does not have adequate storage,
office, or restrooms for special education needs, and needs a separate room for severe
needs students

•

Inadequate education space: no art room, no science space. Kindergarten does not have
one room large enough and splits time between two spaces. Cafeteria size is inadequate
for student population.

•

Incongruent shared spaces: the library shares space with the maker space which puts
noisy group project learning in the same space as quiet individual learning.

•

Performance space: the stage has been retrofitted as a mechanical space with
equipment and gym office and storage. There is no performance space in school.
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4.4.

High School Buildings

4.4.1. Site and Jr/Sr High School Building Information
Julesburg High School is a, 54,462 square foot, one-story building located in Julesburg, Colorado 80737.
The gym was built in 1955 and the High School was added in 1978.The School serves seventh through
twelfth grades. The building includes classrooms, library, auditorium, vo/tech shop, gymnasium and
locker rooms. The School, which is located in a primarily agricultural community, is in the center of town
surrounded by residential homes. Dates concerning original building and renovations were derived from
construction documents, plaques and Staff comments.
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4.4.2. High School Building Condition Assessment
4.4.2.1. Assessment Overview:
The State Facility Assessment identifies many of the facility issues. The Neenan Company walked the
facilities to verify the assessment and identify any additional issues. Many issues are due to the age of
the systems within the facilities, but most important are the safety and accessibility issues that have
developed over time. There is no visual security at main entry and several other uncontrolled entry
locations around the building. Most restrooms are non-accessible and there are many raised areas of
the building that are non-accessible. The major issues to address in the classrooms are the classroom
environment in general, particularly poor temperature control, and constrained space for desk
configuration.
(Refer to appendix 4.3.2” Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram” for a visual representation of the major
building issues.)
4.4.2.2. Major Items Identified in the State Facility Assessment:
•

Site hard surface condition: The older parking lots are beyond their useful life and
should be replaced. Concrete sidewalk and curbs need to be replaced due to
deterioration, cracking, and heaving.

•

Site lighting safety: Exterior lighting is old and not providing code required lighting
levels.

•

Electrical service is beyond useful life and should be replaced.

•

Irrigation system is beyond useful life and should be replaced.

•

Building exterior: doors are due to be repaired/replaced.

•

Fire safety: Building does not have a fire sprinkler system (with exception of the stage)

•

Accessibility: South side gym seating should be replaced due to accessibility issues

•

Mechanical systems: Vo/Ag shop exhaust system and dust collection system should be
replaced

•

Electrical systems: Building fire alarm, security camera and intercom system is
approaching its useful life and should be replaced. The fire alarm is non-addressable

•

Interior environment: floor finishes are due to be repaired/replaced. Specifically tile
floors, wood gym floors, carpet and VCT. Auditorium seating should be replaced or
reupholstered.

Reference the “CDE School Report, Julesburg HS; Feb 15, 2018” (separate document) for more detailed
information.
4.4.2.3. Major Items NOT Identified in the State Facility Assessment
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The Neenan Company toured Julesburg High School to verify the CDE School Assessment Report with
actual current conditions. Walkthroughs included the Julesburg facility staff, architect, and
preconstruction manager. A summary of the major health and safety issues as well as other important
factors to the School District and community are as follows:
•

Site Safety: The North sidewalk cracking was indicated in the state assessment, but this
area also floods and freezes in the winter and causes a slipping hazard

•

Main entry security: It is very difficult to identify the main entry of the school and many
people open doors into classrooms to enter the school. Overall entry security is a
concern due to the lack of supervision of entries to the school. There is no view to the
main entry of the building from admin, and no view of the three other main student
entries. The front door is not easily identifiable. Once in the school, visitors are not
required to check in with admin and have free access to school.

•

Building security There are twenty-five points of entry on the main building, few of
which are secure. Students let each other in through back doors of the locker rooms.
Without keypads at entries or security cameras onsite the building not only compromises
the life safety of students and staff but also takes more time for staff to monitor,
reducing time for education.

•

Code egress issues: Stair railings at weight room are not to code. Egress from mezzanine
area in Vo/Ag shop is a non-compliant exterior spiral stair

•

Interior accessibility: Restrooms are not ADA accessible. No ADA access to lower level
locker rooms and upper level weight rooms. No ADA access to mezzanine rooms in
library and Vo/Ag shop. No ADA seating in auditorium. Music room risers are not
accessible. No drinking fountains in halls

•

Science room safety: No emergency eyewash in science lab, gas lines have been shut off
due to leaks in system, science prep room exhaust barely meets requirements.

•

Mechanical Systems: Gymnasium temperature is inadequate. Hot in all seasons except
winter. Also, there is poor ventilation in finishing room of Vo/Ag shop.

•

Plumbing systems: Waste plumbing backing up in art room

•

Doors and windows: Windows in 1955 gym are leaking, exterior steel doors and frames
are rusting/ deteriorating and need to be replaced, and exterior doors swell and stick in
hot weather, limiting egress

•

Temperature control: Poor classroom temperature control due to insufficient exterior
wall insulation

4.4.3. High School Programming Adequacy
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The existing high school meets the programmatic needs but has issues in health, safety and thermal
comfort. The major issues of educational inadequacy are the inability to control temperature in
classrooms and the tightness/inflexibility of classroom spaces.

4.5.

•

Pedestrian safety: The major concern is the requirement for students to walk 3 blocks
between the jr/sr high building and the elementary building for lunch. This is a concern
for student safety as well as a concern for each building that needs to open doors for
access at the lunch period.

•

Outdoor security: Outdoor classroom area is not used because it is not secured, no
fencing on site

•

Plumbing systems: drains and clean outs back up in the art room, faucets are inoperable
in the science lab, gas lines have been shut off due to leaks in system, science prep room
exhaust barely meets requirements. These systems limit the ability to utilize systems to
assist in education and disrupt education with continual maintenance of systems.

•

Thermal comfort: is the top concern of staff and students. Heat and cooling are difficult
to control in classrooms. Students have poor concentration due to extreme cold and
heat.

•

Poor daylighting in classrooms. Windows in classroom are small and cause contrast and
glare issues rather than daylight the classroom space. The configuration makes it more
difficult to see.

•

Poor classroom acoustics: walls are concrete masonry, floors are VCT, both are not
sound absorptive materials therefor classrooms are noisy.

•

Inadequate classroom flexibility: the classrooms are small, and the furniture is inflexible
(individual chair/desk units) which makes it impossible to reconfigure classrooms for
different activities. Larger rooms with more flexible furniture could solve the issue.

•

Classroom electrical: inadequate number of outlets in classroom for current education
function. Many classrooms have just two outlets.

•

Inadequate space for special needs: the classroom is shared with CFS and does not have
adequate storage, office, or restrooms for special education needs.

•

Inadequate education space: in science room, art room, music room, and weight room.

•

Theater: sound and lighting systems are out of date and need upgrade or replacement.

Other Buildings
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4.5.1. The Julesburg Track and Field facility is located 4 blocks east and two blocks north of the High
School. the site includes a cinder track, football field, home bleachers, visitor bleachers, and
various storage buildings. The State Facility Assessment does not include this facility in its review,
but there are a few issues significant to the school district worth identifying. Most important are
the safety and accessibility issues of the main bleachers, and the lack of a shelter/locker room for
athletes during severe weather events.
(Refer to appendix 4.3.2 “Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram” for a visual representation of the
major building issues.)
•

Safety and accessibility: the grandstands do not accommodate accessible seating. Also,
the grandstands are old and do not meet current safety requirements.

•

Restroom access: the small restroom facility does not meet the needs of athletes and
spectators. The restroom is too small, does not have ADA accessibility, is in poor physical
condition and has sewer backups.

•

Athlete Shelter: Since this facility is separate from the high school, there are no nearby
locker rooms available for students. With no locker room there is no shelter from severe
weather events.

•

Inadequate parking: Visitors park along street, as far as 4 to 6 blocks away from facility

•

Track condition: the cinder track can't be used the majority of spring due to snow & or
rain. School would like an all-weather track

•

Field drainage: football field has pooling and drainage issues. It should be re-crowned
for adequate drainage.

•

Athletic storage: there is limited storage for football and track equipment.

4.5.2.The only other buildings owned and maintained by the district are the maintenance and storage
buildings identified on the “facilities owned by district” list above. They are useful as is but can be
considered flexible to maintain or replace for the purpose of this master plan.

4.6.

Historical Significance

The elementary was built in 1952 with additions in 1967 and the high school gym was built in 1955. The
community has not indicated the structures as having historic value for the community. According to the
Colorado Historic Society, neither the elementary nor gym are eligible for listing on the state register of
historic properties. Other buildings in the district have no significant historical value.
(Refer to Appendix 4.6.1 “Determination of Historical Significance-ES” and Appendix 4.6.2
“Determination of Historical Significance-Jr-Sr HS” for verification documentation.)
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5. Interpret and Analyze Data
5.1.

District Organization

The district currently maintains two separate school building sites. The school staff and administration
discussed appropriate grade level combinations. In the past, the school district has operated a K-8 and
9-12 but the current organization of grades PK-6 and 7-12 are more ideal for the current curriculum and
teaching staff collaboration. With the number of students in the district there are many benefits of
bringing all students together into one K-12 facility, but the school would still cluster grades PK-6 and 712 within the building. (Refer to Appendix 5.1 “District Organization Diagram” for more detailed
information.)
Ultimately the school district would like the ability to create a PK-12 facility in the future, so the master
plan options should accommodate a K-12 build-out in the long-range plan. If the master plan is
required to be phased due to site or financial constraints, the first phase should not inhibit the
flexibility of creating a PK-12 facility in the future.

5.2.

Program Evaluation

The current buildings can accommodate the current number of students and the required program of
spaces but would need major work to provide adequate safety, healthy environment, accessibility, and
create a conducive environment for 21st century education. The buildings are large enough for the
student population, but many classrooms within the buildings are too small for their intended programs
and student populations. There is also a lot of underutilized space within the buildings. The proposed
programs show that the schools could be designed with the correct number of adequately sized
classrooms in a smaller square footage than the area of the existing facilities.

5.3.

Condition Analysis

At the time of this master plan it was determined that the elementary building functions for the school
but is not recommended to maintain for long term use as an education space; the high school building
has valuable spaces and adequate life left in them with appropriate maintenance but overall needs
some attention for health, safety, and appropriate sizing of education spaces; the track and field is a
valuable site but needs upgrades to the grandstands for safety and accessibility.
The elementary classrooms have enough condition and educational suitability concerns to require major
renovation. The cost of work may justify replacement. The high school classrooms also have condition
and educational suitability concerns that require some renovation. The cost of work may not justify
replacement on its own but is worth investigating the long-term value of replacement now. Because the
high school will eventually need to be replaced, it makes financial sense to invest in elementary building
replacement now, and high school building replacement in the future as to not burden the district with
full replacement all at once.

5.4.

School Location Analysis
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The district currently maintains three separate sites. The elementary site has adequate size for flexibility
and future growth but the jr/sr high school is a constrained site. The track and field site is adjacent to
farmland and has the ability to expand. The high school site is separate from sports fields, which is
inefficient for P.E. and athletic programs. The elementary and high school sites are valuable due to their
central location in the community, and the track and field site is valuable due to its ability to expand.
The district may need to consider new school sites for the ability to combine the school into a single PK12 facility. The district master plan should evaluate options at each existing site and the potential of a
new site.

5.5.

Energy Goals

5.5.1. District local opportunities
The Julesburg area provides opportunities for wind energy and geo-exchange potential. Geothermal,
solar, and bio-mass are not as abundant for this area.
(Reference Appendix 5.3.1 Energy Maps)
5.5.2. District Energy Goals
The district has not identified any specific energy goals for the master plan, although being “good
stewards of public funding” is a high priority for the school board. Their objective is to create
sustainable, long-term investments in facilities that not only extend the life of buildings but reduce
utility and operational costs. Another board objective is to provide environments that enhance learning
which can be achieved through healthier classroom environments for staff and students.
5.5.3. High Performance Objectives (LEED or CHPS)
The State Guidelines for High Performance Certification Program (HPCP Policy 2016) require that school
districts receiving 25% of funding for a project through State grants obtains high performance
certification from an independent third party. (i.e. if the school uses BEST funding to assist with fulfilling
the master plan, the project will need to achieve LEED, CHPS or other certification.)
“The following three guidelines as meeting the High Performance Certification Program (HPCP)
requirements per C.R.S.24-30-1305.5; the U.S. Green Building Council, Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design – New Construction (USGBC LEEDTM-NC) guideline with Gold as the targeted
certification level; and the Green Building Initiative (GBI), Green Globes guideline with Three Globes the
targeted certification level; and for the Colorado Department of Education, K-12 construction, the
Collaborative for High Performance Schools (US-CHPS) is an optional guideline with Verified Leader as
the targeted certification level.”
Due to its accommodation for rural locations and its flexibility with renovation/modernization projects,
Colorado CHPS Verified Leader may be the most relevant High-Performance Certification Program for
the district. It is also the most beneficial to the school because of its heavy focus on indoor
environmental quality and energy usage.
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5.6.

Analysis Conclusion

The previous sections of the Master Plan report summarize the research data, background information,
and planning criteria necessary for the Julesburg School District to make informed decisions regarding
their facility needs.
Specifically, Section 2, “Background and Demographics” shows the population is stable. Therefore, the
plan should be designed for the current population and have some flexibility to accommodate
occasional large class sizes.
Section 3, “Educational and Community Requirements” adds up the needs and requirements of the
school and provides Program of Spaces for the plan. Also, this section identifies the Conditions of
Satisfaction for the staff and community. This guides the design of the plan. The plan should include
improved classrooms for elementary and jr/sr high school, adequate specialty and small group rooms
for elementary, adequate specialty classrooms for jr/sr high school, and adequate gymnasium for the
high school.
Section 4, Facility Assessments shows the current elementary school is aging beyond useful life
regarding systems, safety, and educational suitability and has site safety issues. Therefore, the master
plan should show replacement or major renovation of the elementary school facility and revised
elementary drop off and entry.
Section 4, Facility Assessments also shows the High School has issues with the current main entry
security and whole building security. Therefore, the plan should address high school entry and
perimeter security.
Section 4, Facility Assessments also shows the jr/sr high school has classroom environment issues that
affect student performance. Therefore, the plan should address jr/sr high school classroom
environments.
Section 5, “Analyze Data” summarizes that the school would operate more effectively as a PK-12.
Therefore, master plan options should accommodate a K-12 build-out in the long-range plan
Section 5, “Analyze Data” also identifies that the district has three valuable sites and that there are
multiple ways for the school district to be effective in the future. Therefore, multiple master plan
options should be evaluated for consideration.
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B
6.1.

6. Options Considered
Master Plan Options for Facilities

Based on the conclusion identified in Section 5.6 the school district, school board, key staff members,
community and the Neenan Company developed multiple options to meet the meet the needs of the
facilities and educational requirements. All options focused primarily on improving the safety concerns
and classroom conditions at both buildings. Many options were explored from renovating the existing
buildings to building a new K-12 building and many options in between.
Option A: Remodel both existing buildings to current standards.
Option B: New elementary building on existing elementary site, with the ability to add a high
school addition in a future phase to create a PK-12 facility.
Option C: (not developed) New elementary school building on a new site, with the ability to add
a high school addition in a future phase to create a PK-12 facility. Remodel the existing HS to
current standards for use until future phase.
Option D: New elementary addition on existing HS site to create a PK-12 facility.
Option E: New PK-12 building to replace all existing facilities.
Option F: New High School building on a new site, with the ability to add an elementary school
addition in a future phase to create a PK-12 facility. Remodel the existing HS building as a K-6
for use until future phase.
Options were first discussed based on locations for new buildings, additions and renovations, and the
benefits and drawbacks of the locations, and then designs were developed for each option. (Refer to
Appendix 6.1 “Option Decision Tree Diagram” for more detailed information.)
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JULESBURG
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

A

RENOVATE BUILDINGS

6/28/2019
Option A: Remodel Both Existing Buildings to Current Standards
Project Summary:
• 18,900 square feet new construction
• 31,700 square feet major renovation
• 34,000 square feet minor renovation
• 37,500 square feet site work
• Track and field structures and improvements

Cost Range: $35,192,000 to $43,013,000
(includes construction, design, demolition, fees, owner costs and
contingency. Refer to Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project
Cost Model)

Benefits
Limits the amount of change in
community
Can be phased to
accommodate funding
Lowest cost option

Drawbacks
Does not solve the safety issues
of separate schools

Option Description:
To meet the program of spaces, both buildings would need various
amounts of renovation, reconfiguration, and additions. Though it
was generally understood by the community that the elementary
school is old enough that it should be replaced, this option was
developed to know what amount of renovation would be required
and compare that to the cost of a new building.
Interestingly, based on the programs, the square footage of
replacement buildings are similar in size to the existing buildings, but
the existing buildings have inefficient layouts and incorrect sizing of
spaces.
There are many potential configurations of this option. The school
district has the flexibility to determine the ideal location of the
addition(s) at the time of the project to accommodate the goals of
safety, education space adjacencies, phasing, and other priorities.

Does not solve the education
issues of separate schools
Less space efficient: more sq.
ft. to maintain
Spending money on aging
buildings

JULESBURG
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

A

RENOVATE BUILDINGS

6/28/2019
Option A: Remodel Both Existing Buildings to Current Standards
Option Description cont…
Elementary building (PK-6)
• 3,900 square foot new addition at the elementary school including
o Gymnasium
o Stage
• 22,900 square feet of major renovation at the elementary school including reconfiguring
walls, ceilings, MEP systems, doors and windows
• 8,500 square feet of minor renovation at the elementary school including minor repair,
casework and finishes
• New HVAC, lighting, and plumbing distribution throughout
• 6,500 square feet site reconfiguration for student drop off area
• Repair and reconfiguration of 25,000 square feet of playground area
Jr/sr high school building (7-12)
• 15,000 square foot new addition at the high school including
o Vo/Tech classrooms
o Secure entry vestibule
o Gymnasium
o Weight room
o Varsity locker rooms
o Storage
•8,800 square feet of major renovation at the HS including reconfiguring walls, ceilings, MEP
systems, doors and windows
•25,500 square feet of minor renovation at the elementary school including minor repair,
casework and finishes
•New HVAC, lighting, and plumbing distribution throughout (54,462 sq ft)
•6,000 square feet site reconfiguration for main entry drop off area
Track and Field (same on all options except E and F)
•2,200 square foot new field house building
o Restrooms
o Locker rooms
o Storage
o Concessions
•New ADA compliant 500 seat grandstands
•All-weather track and drainage
•Re-grade/crown football field for drainage

Option A.2: Remodel Both Existing Buildings to Current Standards
Option Description
Same as A with the addition of purchased land at the high school property and build gym
adjacent to existing gym. Adds approx. $500,000 to option.
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replace fall protection
with accessible material

replace entire HVAC system
replace light fixtures throughout

reconfigure for larger
kindergarten room
New gym and stage addition

reconfigure for accessible restrooms,
sinks, and changing tables
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student drop off

Remodel as kitchen

MECH.

SPED
Built in 1952
31,395 SQFT
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reconfigure for small
group rooms

reconfigure for accessibility and
hallway security
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New addition

new water distribution and
wastewater pipes
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windows throughout
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New fire detection and alarm
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PRE-K
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ART
reconfigure for accessibility and
hallway security

Major renovation:
reconfigure walls
Minor renovation:
paint, finishes

Reconfigure main entry security, admin
layout, entry hall

Replace exterior
windows
Mechanical upgrade
Site work
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ADA accessibility
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RENOVATE ELEMENTARY & HIGH SCHOOLS

replace sidewalk
enlarge lunch serving area

electronic door hardware all exterior doors

upgrade sound and
lighting
NORTH
BOYS
LOCKER ROOM
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GIRLS
LOCKER ROOM
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reconfigure music
room

additional electrical outlets, dust
collection, ventilation

reupholster seating,
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upgrade mechanical
OFFICE
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new gym and locker room addition

LIBRARY

STORAGE
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renovate restrooms for
accessibility

SCIENCE
LAB

Major renovation:
reconfigure walls
Minor renovation:
paint, finishes
Replace exterior
windows
Mechanical upgrade
Site work

outdoor learning space with shade

15,000 sf addition
& furniture, secured with fence

infill exterior doors
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infill exterior doors
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TRACK AND FIELD IMPROVEMENTS

New ADA compliant grandstand
New all weather
track
re-grade/crown football field for drainage

New 2,200 sf fieldhouse w/ restrooms,
locker rooms, storage, concessions

FOOTBALL & TRACK COMPLEX
E. 8th & ASH STREET

SITE PLAN, NTS

NORTH
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B

NEW PK-6 ON ES SITE,
FUTURE 7-12 ADDITION

Option B: New elementary building on existing elementary site,
renovate high school. Future ability to add a high school addition to
elementary to create a PK-12 facility
Project Summary:
• 46,300 square feet new construction
• 8,800 square feet major renovation
• 25,500 square feet minor renovation
• 31,395 square feet demolition
• 167,600 square feet site work
• Track and field structures and improvements

Benefits
Maintains central location in
community
Takes care of biggest facility
issues now
Can be phased to
accommodate funding

Cost Range: $41,173,000 to $50,322,000
(includes construction, design, demolition, fees, owner costs and
contingency. Refer to Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project
Cost Model)

Space efficient: less square
footage in the long run.

Drawbacks
Option Description:
Option B replaces the oldest building, the elementary, while
providing the flexibility to add a high school addition in the future to
create a PK-12 facility.
This option results in 88,562 total square feet of facilities. At 284
students this is 311 square foot/student. This is larger than the CDE
median square ft/student of 161. It is also larger than the existing
district square footage by approximately 2,700 square feet. Yet the
future phase of this project would bring the total square footage to
80,700, 5,000 square feet less than the current facilities.
There are many potential configurations of this option. The school
district has the flexibility to determine the ideal location of the
addition(s) at the time of the project to accommodate the goals of
safety, education space adjacencies, phasing, and other priorities.
The project would also include renovation the high school building,
equal to the scope of Option A.
Addition(s) would need to be constructed on an active campus
and safe operation and exiting strategies would need to be
maintained through the school year. This would likely be a phased
project to accommodate the active campus. At construction
completion, the existing elementary school would be demolished.

Moves HS further away from
track and field facility
Constrained sites: limited
opportunity for site safety
improvements and growth
Benefits of K-12 are delayed
until future phase
Spending money on aging HS
building in initial phase
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B

NEW PK-6 ON ES SITE,
FUTURE 7-12 ADDITION

Option B: New elementary building on existing elementary site,
renovate high school. Future ability to add a high school addition
to elementary to create a PK-12 facility
Option Description cont…
Elementary building (PK-6)
• 31,395 square foot demolition of existing 1952 building
• 31,250 square foot new building
• 161,600 square feet site work including new practice field and parking
Jr/sr high school building (7-12) (phase 1, same as option A)
• 15,000 square foot new addition at the high school including
o Vo/Tech classrooms
o Secure entry vestibule
o Gymnasium
o Weight room
o Varsity locker rooms
o Storage
•8,800 square feet of major renovation at the HS including reconfiguring walls, ceilings, MEP
systems, doors and windows
•25,500 square feet of minor renovation at the elementary school including minor repair,
casework and finishes
•New HVAC, lighting, and plumbing distribution throughout
•6,000 square feet site reconfiguration for main entry drop off area
Track and Field (same on all options except E and F)
•2,200 square foot new field house building
o Restrooms
o Locker rooms
o Storage
o Concessions
•New ADA compliant 500 seat grandstands
•All-weather track and drainage
•Re-grade/crown football field for drainage

Jr/Sr high school (7-12) (future phase)
• 50,200 square foot demolition of existing 1978 high school
• 49,450 square foot new addition
• 62,000 square feet site work
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NEW ELEMENTARY, RENO. HIGH SCHOOL
NEW ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
(FUTURE PK-12)
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FOOTBALL & TRACK UPGRADE

RENOVATE
JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
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ELEMENTARY ADDITION TO HIGH SCHOOL

FUTURE PHASE

OUTDOOR LEARNING
SPACE

6/04/2019

DELIVERY/PARKING
4,894 sf

INITIAL PHASE

LANDSCAPING
8,910 sf

4-6 PLAYGROUND

OUTDOOR LEARNING
SPACE

TOTAL
PK-12
SCHOOL
80,700 sf

FUTURE
7-12 ADDITION
49,450 sf
LANDSCAPING
44,801 sf

NEW
PK-6 SCHOOL
31,250 sf

BUILDING DEMO
LANDSCAPING
63,969 sf

PRE-K PLAYGROUND

OUTDOOR
LEARNING SPACE

KEY

MAIN ENTRY

STUDENT/STAFF PARKING
15,966 sf

BUILDING DEMO

STUDENT DROP OFF/VISTOR PARKING
15,962 sf

New addition
Parking, paved
surfaces
Site work
Existing site boundary
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D

NEW PK-6 ON HS SITE,
RENOVATE HS

Option D: New Elementary on Existing High School Site and Renovate
High School.
Project Summary:
• 30,600 square feet of new land
• 36,400 square feet new construction
• 23,200 square feet major renovation
• 22,600 square feet minor renovation
• 32,395 square feet demolition
• 86,000 square feet site work
• Track and field structures and improvements

Cost Range: $38,524,000 to $47,085,000

Benefits
Gets immediate benefits of
shared K-12
Maintains central location in
community
Takes care of biggest facility
issues now
Can be phased to
accommodate funding

(includes construction, design, demolition, fees, owner costs and
contingency. Refer to Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project
Cost Model)

Drawbacks
Option Description:
Option D has the benefit of creating a K-12 facility for a lower cost
than building new. This option replaces the oldest building, the
elementary, and includes renovation the high school building both
to update the 7-12 learning environment and to accommodate
the different age levels of K-12 sharing common spaces.
This option results in a 93,000 square foot PK-12 facility. At 284
students this is 328 square foot/student. This is larger than the CDE
median square ft/student of 192. It is also larger than the existing
district square footage by approximately 7,200 square feet.
There are many potential configurations of this option that require
a similar amount of new construction and remodel area.
(additional configuration ideas are included in the appendix.) The
school district has the flexibility to determine the ideal location of
the addition(s) at the time of the project to accommodate the
goals of safety, education space adjacencies, phasing, and other
priorities.
Addition(s) would need to be constructed on an active campus
and safe operation and exiting strategies would need to be
maintained through the school year. This would likely be a phased
project to accommodate the active campus. At construction
completion, the existing elementary school would be demolished.

Less space efficient: more sq ft
to maintain
Constrained sites: limited
opportunity for site safety
improvements, play areas, and
growth
Spending money on aging HS
building, will need to be
replaced before eventually
Limited space to replace HS in
future
Disruption of construction on
an active school campus
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NEW PK-6 ON HS SITE,
RENOVATE HS

Option D: New Elementary on Existing High School Site and
Renovate High School.
Option Description cont…
• 31,395 square foot demolition of existing 1952 elementary building
• 1,000 square foot demolition of HS art room
• 17,400 square foot new elementary addition including
o Secure main entry
o Elementary classrooms
o Elementary special education
o Elementary music
• 4,000 square foot art/cafeteria addition
• 18,000 square foot gym addition
• 23,200 square feet of major renovation at the HS including reconfiguring walls, ceilings, MEP
systems, doors and windows
• 22,600 square feet of minor renovation at the elementary school including minor repair,
casework and finishes
• New HVAC, lighting, and plumbing distribution throughout (54,462 sq ft)
• 30,600 square feet of new property adjacent to HS site
• 86,000 square feet site work and reconfiguration for main entry drop off area
• Maintain practice field at elementary site and add parking area
Track and Field (same on all options except E and F)
•2,200 square foot new field house building
o Restrooms
o Locker rooms
o Storage
o Concessions
•New ADA compliant 500 seat grandstands
•All-weather track and drainage
•Re-grade/crown football field for drainage
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ELEM & GYM
ADDITIONS,
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ELEMENTARY ADDITION TO HIGH SCHOOL

EXISTING PROPERTY

PLAYGROUND
MINOR RENO.
7,000 SF

MINOR RENO.
12,300 SF

MINOR RENO.
3,300 SF

DEMO BUILDING
ADDITION
4,000 SF

FIELD
PK PLAYGROUND

MAJOR RENO.
23,200 SF
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW GYM

GYM AND ENTRY ADDITION
18,000 SF

COURTYARD PLAZA

LANDSCAPING
34,476 sf

PK-6 ADDITION
17,400 SF

MAIN ENTRY

KEY
New addition

PARKING
19,997 sf

Parking, paved
surfaces

LANDSCAPING
9,014 sf

DROP OFF
LANDSCAPING
3,047 sf

Site work
Existing site boundary
Proposed new site
boundary

BENEFITS

Major renovation
Minor renovation
Mechanical upgrade
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E

NEW PK-12 ON NEW SITE

Option E: New PK-12 building to replace all existing facilities.
Project Summary:
• 20 acres of new land
• 75,400 square feet new construction
• 85,857 square feet demolition
• 208,000 square feet site work
• Track and field improvements

Benefits
All new facility, no worries
about spending maintenance
money on old facilities
21st Century teaching
environment

Cost Range: $43,646,000 to $53,345,000

All Spaces healthy and safe

(includes construction, design, demolition, fees, owner costs and
contingency. Refer to Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project
Cost Model)

The most space efficient due
to shared areas
Efficient staffing due to shared
resources
No transitions for students

Option Description:
Option E solves all issues of the current facilities but one major
drawback: it requires the most up-front cost. The BEST program is a
possibility with a statutory waiver but would require the school
district to maximize their bond amount. New property for the
school would ideally be purchased adjacent to the existing track
and field. Work at the track and field would be reduced because
the field house function could be incorporated into the new PK-12
building.
This option results in 75,400 total square feet of facilities. At 284
students this is 265 square foot/student. This is larger than the CDE
median square ft/student of 161 but is the most efficient option for
the district. It is smaller than the existing district square footage by
approximately 10,400 square feet.
There are many potential configurations of this option that require
a similar amount of square footage and site improvement area.
The school district has the flexibility to determine the ideal location
of the addition(s) at the time of the project to accommodate the
goals of safety, education space adjacencies, phasing, and other
priorities.
Construction on a separate site would allow for operation of the
existing schools while under construction. At construction
completion, the existing buildings would be demolished. The
elementary and high school sites could be sold.

Ability to build new without
having to disrupt school in
session
Gets HS directly adjacent to
sports fields
Adequate site area for future
flexibility

Drawbacks
Expensive
Likely wouldn’t be able to
justify a new auditorium as
large as the existing
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NEW PK-12 ON NEW SITE

Option E: New PK-12 building to replace all existing facilities.
Option Description cont…
• 31,395 square foot demolition of existing 1952 elementary building
• 54,462 square foot demolition of HS building
• 75,400 square foot new PK-12 building
• 20 acres of new property adjacent to track and field site
• 208,000 square feet site work and utilities including
o Site utility improvements
o Practice field
o Entry drives, delivery areas, and parking lots
o Entry sidewalks
o Elementary playground
o Preschool playground
Track and Field
•New ADA compliant 500 seat grandstands
•All-weather track and drainage
•Re-grade/crown football field for drainage
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NEW PK-12 ON NEW SITE
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FOOTBALL & TRACK UPGRADE

SITE OPTION #1

SITE OPTION #2

NEW PK-12
SCHOOL,
NEW SITE

DEMOLISH EXISTING
BUILDINGS, SELL
EXISTING SITES

SITE OPTION #3
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NEW PK-12 ON NEW SITE

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

PARKING
47,398 sf

EXISTING PROPERTY

FUTURE TRACK
AND FIELD
COURTYARD

NEW PK-12 SCHOOL
1 STORY
PRACITCE FIELDS
59,225 sf

PLAYGROUNDS

KEY
New addition
Parking, paved
surfaces
Site work
Existing site boundary

DROP OFF

PARKING
17,917 sf

OPTION 1 - 36 & OAK STREET
Benefits:
Growth ability in the future
Ability to consolidate all educational facilities to one site

2 STORY
CLASSROOM
WING

Drawbacks:
Acquisition of new land required
Need for off site work for utilities to be brought to the
site

NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

OPTION 2 - E. 8TH & OAK STREET
Benefits:
Adjacent to currently owned property
No-cost land swap with the city
Use of existing utilities and infrastructure
Drawbacks:
Constrained site with no practice field
Likely require a 2 story school building
Removal of public pool

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

Proposed new site
boundary
Future work boundary

SITE PLANS - NEW SITE OPTIONS
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REMODEL HS TO ELEM. NEW HS ON NEW SITE.

PLAYGROUNDS

PARKING
14,817 sf

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

NEW PK-12 SCHOOL
1 STORY

DROP OFF

PARKING
49,413 sf

COURTYARD

KEY

OPTION 3 - 11 & W. 1st STREET
Benefits:
Growth ability in the future
Ability to consolidate all educational
facilities to one site
Ability to swap land with city

New addition

Drawbacks:
Need for off site work for utilities to be
brought to the site

Parking, paved
surfaces
Site work
Existing site boundary

PRACITCE FIELDS
59,225 sf

FUTURE
TRACK
AND FIELD

Proposed new site
boundary
Future work boundary
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F

NEW 7-12 ON NEW SITE,
RENOVATE HS TO PK-6

Option F: New 7-12 building at new site, remodel existing HS as an
elementary. Future ability to add elementary addition to new HS to
create a PK-12 facility.
Project Summary:
• 20 acres of new land
• 60,400 square feet new construction
• 31,395 square feet demolition
•163,000 square feet site work
• Track and field structures and improvements

Cost Range: $48,938,000 to $59,813,000
(includes construction, design, demolition, fees, owner costs and
contingency. Refer to Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project
Cost Model)

Benefits
Takes care of biggest facility
issues now
Gets HS directly adjacent to
sports fields
Adequate site area for future
flexibility
Can be phased to
accommodate funding

Drawbacks
Option Description:
Option F replaces the oldest building, the elementary, while gaining
the benefits of a new high school with adjacency to the track and
field. This option also provides the flexibility to add an elementary
school addition in the future to create a PK-12 facility. New
property for the school would ideally be purchased adjacent to the
existing track and field. Work at the track and field would be
reduced because the field house function could be incorporated
into the new PK-12 building.
This option results in 114,862 total square feet of facilities. At 284
students this is 404 square foot/student. This is larger than the CDE
median square ft/student of 161. It is also larger than the existing
district square footage by approximately 29,700 square feet. Yet
the future phase of this project would bring the total square
footage to 75,400, 10,400 square feet less than the current facilities.
There are many potential configurations of this option. The school
district has the flexibility to determine the ideal new building design
and existing building space reconfiguration at the time of the
project to accommodate the goals of safety, education space
adjacencies, phasing, and other priorities.
Construction of this option could be phased to allow for operation
of the existing schools while under construction. There would likely
be a phase for building the new high school, and then a phase to
renovate the building as an elementary. At construction
completion, the existing elementary building would be demolished.
The elementary site could be sold.

Largest square foot option in
first phase. Difficult to justify sq
ft in short term
Expensive
HS building is not conducive to
elementary teaching
Likely wouldn’t be able to
justify a new auditorium as
large as the existing
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F

NEW 7-12 ON NEW SITE,
RENOVATE HS TO PK-6

Option F: New 7-12 building at new site, remodel existing HS as an
elementary. Future ability to add elementary addition to new HS
to create a PK-12 facility.
Option Description cont…
• 31,395 square foot demolition of existing 1952 elementary building
• 60,400 square foot new 7-12 building
• 20 acres of new property adjacent to track and field site
• 163,000 square feet site work and utilities including
o Site utility improvements
o Practice field
o Entry drives, delivery areas, and parking lots
o Entry sidewalks
Jr/sr high school building (7-12)
• 15,000 square feet of major renovation at the HS including reconfiguring walls, ceilings, MEP
systems, doors and windows
• 19,500 square feet of minor renovation at the elementary school including minor repair,
casework and finishes
• New HVAC, lighting, and plumbing distribution throughout (54,462 sq ft)
• 6,000 square feet site reconfiguration for main entry drop off area
Track and Field
•New ADA compliant 500 seat grandstands
•All-weather track and drainage
•Re-grade/crown football field for drainage
Elementary school addition (pk-6) (future phase)
•50,200 square foot demolition of existing 1978 high school
•15,000 square foot new addition
•45,000 square feet site work
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FOOTBALL & TRACK UPGRADE

SITE OPTION #1

SITE OPTION #2

NEW 7-12
SCHOOL,
NEW SITE

REMODEL HS TO
PK-6

SITE OPTION #3
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REMODEL HS TO ELEM. NEW HS ON NEW SITE.

MINOR RENO.
13,500 SF

MINOR RENO.
6,000 SF

REMODEL
TO PK-6

MAIN ENTRY

MAJOR RENO
15,000 sf

PKPLAYGROUND

PLAYGROUND

KEY
New addition
Parking, paved
surfaces
Site work
Existing site boundary
Major renovation
Minor renovation
Mechanical upgrade
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REMODEL HS TO ELEM. NEW HS ON NEW SITE.

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

PARKING
47,397.81 sf

EXISTING PROPERTY

FUTURE TRACK
AND FIELD

FUTURE
COURTYARD

NEW 7-12 SCHOOL

PRACITCE FIELDS
59,225.19 sf
FUTURE PK-6

FUTURE
PLAYGROUNDS

KEY
New addition
Parking, paved
surfaces
Site work
Existing site boundary

DROP OFF

PARKING
17,917.44 sf

OPTION 1 - 36 & OAK STREET
Benefits:
Growth ability in the future
Ability to consolidate all educational facilities to one site

2 STORY
CLASSROOM
WING

Drawbacks:
Acquisition of new land required
Need for off site work for utilities to be brought to the
site

NEW 7-12
SCHOOL

FUTURE
PK-6

OPTION 2 - E. 8TH & OAK STREET
Benefits:
Adjacent to currently owned property
No-cost land swap with the city
Use of existing utilities and infrastructure
Drawbacks:
Constrained site with no practice field
Likely require a 2 story school building
Removal of public pool

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

Proposed new site
boundary
Future work boundary
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REMODEL HS TO ELEM. NEW HS ON NEW SITE.

PARKING
14,817 sf
FUTURE
PLAYGROUNDS

FUTURE PK-6

PROPOSED ADDITIONAL
PROPERTY FOR NEW PK-12
SCHOOL

DROP OFF

FUTURE
COURTYARD

NEW 7-12 SCHOOL

PARKING
49,413 sf

KEY
OPTION 3 - 11 & W. 1st STREET
Benefits:
Growth ability in the future
Ability to consolidate all educational
facilities to one site
Ability to swap land with city

New addition
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6.2.

Cost Estimates

Cost ranges were determined using cost per square foot models of new construction, major renovation,
light renovation, and site work based on current construction costs in this region. These ranges include
construction, design, demolition, inflation, fees, owner costs, and contingency for a total project cost.
(Refer to Appendix 6.1.5” Conceptual Total Project Cost Model”)
In this exercise, the scopes of work include addressing the full need of the district. As can be seen, all
options are higher than the target budget of $30,000,000 (approximate estimated BEST grant plus
district match). Many of the options can be phased to accommodate funding constraints. Also, the
scope of work at the existing buildings can be reduced to meet funding constraints.
A few comments on the estimates:
Option A, Remodel both existing buildings to current standards:
Comparing this estimate to others, remodeling both buildings would be over 80% of the cost of
building new. Typically, we would recommend considering new construction when a remodel
approaches 75% of the cost of new. Some of the reasons the cost is high on remodeling active
buildings is that the schedule of construction is extended due to phasing work over summers
and more contingency is added due to the risk of unknowns in existing buildings.
Option B, New elementary building on existing elementary site, remodel high school:
One of the reasons the cost of this option approaches the cost of building a new K-12 is the
extent of remodel required at the existing high school for the first phase, namely the
replacement of the gymnasium. One way to reduce this budget is to do less work at the high
school.
Option D, New elementary addition on existing HS site to create a PK-12 facility:
Aside from remodeling both buildings this is the next lowest cost option, but also very
complicated and has the downsides of a constrained site and less flexibility with replacing the
high school building in the future. It does require less new square footage because the
elementary and HS can share many spaces, but at the same time requires more interior
renovation at the HS to accommodate elementary.
Option E, New PK-12 building to replace all existing facilities:
This option is very competitive with the other option costs, the biggest drawback is it all needs
to be done in one phase. One of the reasons the overall cost is similar is that construction can
happen all in one phase and is separate from active campuses. All the other options require
some amount of completing work, moving in, and working in another location, which causes
higher construction costs. There is a pretty compelling benefit here though. The district would
get a brand-new building rather than compromising with existing spaces.
Option F, New High School building on a new site, remodel the existing HS building as an
elementary:
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This option is a compelling way to start the new PK-12 campus, but in order to bring cost down
we would need to reduce scope on the remodel for elementary, or even leave elementary
where they are.
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7. Strategic Plan
7.1.

Conclusion

The district held a community meeting (09/18/2019) to review the master plan options in consideration
and get their feedback on the options. The majority of the community supports the long-term plan of
developing a PK-12 school on a new site (Option E). A copy of the community presentation and voting
results are attached in appendix 7.1 “2019 09 18 Community Presentation.”
During the October (10/16/2019) School Board meeting, the district officially voted to pursue Option E:
build a new PK-12 on a new site. Potential sites include the 7.7 acre existing Town field and pool site
currently adjacent to the school’s football field and a site to the North that is approximately 14-20 acres
of greenfield farmland. Land discussions are underway with both possible sites.

7.2.

Funding Options

7.2.1. Capital Renewal
The Julesburg School District maintains a Capital Improvements line item as a portion of the General
Fund. The 2019 General Fund is amount is $7,000,000. Capital Improvements include maintenance of
facilities as well as expenditures for new facility improvements.
Over the last five years, the District has spent an average of about $300,000 to $500,000 annually for
maintenance costs district-wide. This amount will continue to be budgeted into the future to maintain
new or upgraded facilities. Should the District not pursue a major project, the annual budget will need to
increase to address the repair items of existing buildings.
The District spends on average $64,600 annually for gas and electricity for their facilities. This amount is
expected to increase and will need to continue to be maintained in the budget. If the utility budget
should decrease following completion of the project, the unused funds will be transferred to the Capital
Improvements Fund for long term replacement.
7.2.2. Local Bond
Julesburg School District does not have indebtedness of an outstanding general obligation bond. The
current assessed valuation in the District of $33,575,184 results in a total bonding capacity of
$6,715,037. Alternately, the current market valuation of $162,386,666 results in a bonding capacity of
$9,743,200. A 2020 bond would raise taxes and so the school district should be strategic with the
community on how a bond effort would be promoted.
7.2.3. BEST Grant
The Julesburg School District intends to apply for a grant as part of the Colorado Department of
Education’s 2020/2021 BEST grant cycle. The grant requires matching funds from the district at 61%.
7.2.4. Other Funding Sources
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The District is reviewing the possibility of DOLA and energy grants, but likely not pursuing State
Historical Preservation grants.
The remainder of the $7,000,000 General Fund mentioned above could be utilized to cover additional
Capital Improvement scopes of work.

7.3.

Five Year Strategic Plan

Ideally, the district would like to address all issues immediately to provide the best school environment
for students. This can be accomplished by utilizing the BEST grant program, maximizing the local bond
and applying for a waiver for additional BEST grant money beyond the required match. With the
competitive nature of the BEST grant, the district will strategize on the solution and application with
their CDE representative.
If the district is unsuccessful at securing a BEST grant, the school would need to address immediate life
safety and security items at both schools. The board will meet to determine the best way to address
current needs and plan for long term safety, accessibility, and major educational suitability issues at
both schools.

7.4.

Summary of Master Planning Process

7.4.1. Process
Throughout the spring and summer of 2019, the Julesburg School Board, the Neenan Company,
Julesburg SD staff and community of Julesburg met for several tours, meetings, and work sessions to
develop the content of this masterplan. The meetings followed the sequence of gathering information
and goals, analyzing and brainstorming potential options, and then developing potential solutions.
Meeting presentations and minutes for all the meetings and work sessions by TNC have been included in
the appendix.
• December 12, 2018: Neenan and Julesburg School District meet to discuss Master Plan
process and preliminarily walk facilities with the architect and preconstruction manager.
• April 17, 2019: Neenan and Julesburg School District staff walk facilities with the
teaching staff, architect and preconstruction manager to review facility issues in detail.
Review and align on program of spaces.
• April 17, 2019: Neenan and Julesburg School Board meet to discuss facility findings, staff
input, and master planning strategy.
• June 12, 2019: School Board Work Session with Neenan to review general options and
establish conditions of satisfaction for school district.
• June 19, 2019: Neenan, district admin, school board, teaching staff, and community
meet for Collaborative Design Process (CDP) to develop Master Plan options and gather
additional community input.
• July 12, 2019: initial draft of master plan document sent to school district for review.
• September 18, 2019: Community Feedback Meeting with a presentation and
explanation of options and community voting of options they would support.
• October 16, 2019: Board Meeting and resolution on master plan direction
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7.4.2. Master Planning Team
The process for creating this document included a number of meetings with the school board, staff, and
community members as well as the professional team from The Neenan Company. This group provided
context, creative input, critical feedback, and helped formulate the options included in this report. This
planning process was a “problem seeking” effort as well as a “problem solving” effort. It required the
different perspectives of many people in the community.
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Attendees of the Community School Design Work Session from Julesburg SD (06/19/2019):

Shawn Ehnes
Bret Kirk
Matt Reed
Marvin Trennepohl
Amanda Mathies
Mary Collins
Mark Turner
Alan Harris
Gayle Monette
Jeremy Kizer
Jim Kontny
Kim Orth
Chellee Westerbuhr
Marcia Hill
Kim Ehnes

Todd Blochowitz
Natasha Dillenburg
Jay Goddard
Larry Lowery
Tammy Aulston
Mildred Watson
Scott Heath
Barbara Mikelson
Rhonda Palic
Forrest Sanabria
Paula Kantor
Brenda Lechman
Jordan Wilson
Sarah Johnson
Andi Weisshar

The Neenan Company Team:
David Kurtz
Architect
Andrew Garside
Preconstruction Manager
Mackenzie Daley
Director of Marketing
Abby Collins
School Designer
Michele Forrest
School Designer
Kate Sawyer
VP Development
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Vickie Sandlin
Wes Harens
Mary Kantor
Courtney Johnson
Laverne Collins
Chad Hoschouer
Kevin Vanzee
Chris Hoschouer
Jules Hoschouer
Holly Christensen
Kelly Kinnie
Lisa Lindsay
Dennis Hill
Karla Johnson

Appendix 3.3.2 Staff Survey Elementary

1st grade
Please answer the following questions in writing and be prepared to discuss your feedback
with the Neenan Architecht Team on Wednesday, April 17th as they will be onsite touring
the buildings and collecting teacher/staff feedback………
Teacher/Staff Name: Jana Harens

1.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
Lighting, temperature,

2.

What do you like most about your classroom?
I like the tile area so we can paint without a big mess. I like that the windows open
for ventilation. Size is good for the number of students I have in my classroom this
year.

3.

What do you like least about your classroom?
I would like more hidden storage/organization. Fluorescent lighting.

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
I am concerned that our windows do not lock. Secure locking mechanism for our
classroom door in the case of a lockdown.

5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
I would like to have a smart board. I would like a camera available to watch how
engaged children are and help me become a better teacher.

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom?
Yes, for the class size. More space would be welcome ;)

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
I would like more storage, especially hidden storage space.

8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
I would like individual temperature control. I would like to get rid of florescent
lightening.

9.

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?

* Please submit/return your written responses via Email no later than Monday, April 15th.

1st grade
Collaborative Design Process
(Teachers/Students)
If we could redesign/modernize the Julesburg School District’s Facilities and classrooms,
what issues would need to be addressed or provided for in the new design of the building
and classrooms?
List your dreams, ideas and/or issues to be included/addressed in the new
building/classroom design:
Elementary School

Jr./Sr. High School

Classrooms

*

*new desks

*kitchenette in teachers lounge

*better windows
*

*new bulletin
boards

*bulletin boards in hallway

*individual
temperature control

*larger rooms

*

*smart boards

*heat in hallways

*

*larger rooms

*no fluorescent lights

*

*no fluorescent lights

*more storage

*

*more storage

2nd grade classroom

Teacher/Staff Name: Emily Edson, Second Grade Teacher

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
The need for a smart board, sink/water fountain/better lighting/better security
with a door that will shut automatically/better windows/lack of laptops for
every student
What do you like most about your classroom?
The space, the storage, the magnetic boards, the kidney tables, the ipads
What do you like least about your classroom?
Lack of the things mentioned in question 1
Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
Yes, the back wall not being able to staple into it, the ceiling tiles, needs painted,
door not as safe as could be, better fire alarm system and better PA system
In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
A smart board, a sink/water fountain, better security, better doors, better and more
natural lighting and windows
Do you have enough space in your classroom?
Would be nice to have more space if I ever get a larger class, the students could
spread out more and have more space for stem activities and science
experiments
Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
Yes, I like the amount of storage
Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
Yes, would love to have better more natural lighting, more comfortable, flexible
sanitary seating, quieter blowers for heat and ac because my voice doesn’t
carry, also with better windows and heating/cooling system the system
would be more efficient
Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?

If I could have anything I would have desks that stay open when you
open them and matching chairs. I would have bookcases that match and
two smaller file cabinets

2nd - Collaborative Design Process
(Teachers/Students)
If we could redesign/modernize the Julesburg School District’s Facilities and classrooms,
what issues would need to be addressed or provided for in the new design of the building
and classrooms?
List your dreams, ideas and/or issues to be included/addressed in the new
building/classroom design:
Elementary School
*bathrooms with sinks on the outside of the bathroom
*sinks in every room with drinking fountains
*drinking fountains with water bottle fillers
*more gyms
*doors with magnets to help keep them open or can be shut all at one time for safety
*better windows
*connect the elementary and high school
*freshly painted classrooms/halls
*fobs to open outside doors instead of keys
*brighter/warmer more colorful hallways
* water fountains in the gym
*new curtains over shelving
*principals office that isn’t see through
*slide in the gym
*smartboards in every classroom
*kitchenette in loungeat least a big sink
*teacher workroom not in library and storage area
*one big teacher workroom with all supplies together
*lighting that is softer
*bathrooms in classrooms
*bigger playground and more swings
*
*more book shelves
*more fridges for milk
*make both schools bigger with gyms in every class
*every class has a fridge
*2 vending machines
*playground
*every class has a tramp on the playground
*video games
*larger slide
*computers in class
*zip line
*hot tub
*new playground for the preschool
*swimming pool with diving board and slide big, life jackets
*teacup on playground
*place on playground to do art
*more sand in the sandbox

3rd grade classroom
Teacher/Staff Name: Ashley Gallentine
1.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
• not enough space for 25 desks
• not enough shelving/storage
• technology issues
• larger whiteboards
• bulletin board space
• loud heating/cooling

2.

What do you like most about your classroom?
• windows
• magnetic whiteboards

3.

What do you like least about your classroom?
• temperature control
• carpet (would like tile)
• lighting
• loud heating/cooling

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
• door locks (swelling)
• difficult to lock door

5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
• lab area (science)
• tables instead of desks
• storage room to hold math manipulatives and science materials

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom?
• no-not enough room for 25 seats

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
• no

8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
• heating and cooling units are too loud (can’t hear when it is on)
• would like adjustable lighting (especially for students with sensitivities)
• temperature regulation is difficult
• cold in classroom after school/on weekends

•
•
9.

not enough space for seating
would like tables instead of desks

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?
• more outlets
• more storage
• better locking doors
• sinks in classrooms
• blinds on windows
• tile instead of carpet
• dry wall-hard to stick things to the bricks
• storage in hallways (cubby holes and hooks)
• bulletin board space in hallways
• enclosed shelving

4th Grade DREAM SCHOOL

Classroom:
Hardwood floor
New large magnetic whiteboards
Updated iPads or laptops
Bigger cubbies
Flexible Seating: Exercise Balls, Wiggle Stools, Floor Pillows, Couches, Bean Bag Chairs, Recliners
Desks
ActivBoard
Lots of Plug-Ins
More Storage along walls
Better Lights/Lights that are more relaxing and not so bright
Safe-Zone area in classroom (for intruder situations)
Functional Bulletproof Doors
Classrooms equipped disaster emergencies kits
Colored Lights
Sketch iPads
Sink in Classroom
Bathroom in Classroom
Bigger Classrooms
Bigger Bulletin Boards
Built in headphones storage space
Calm-Down Room built into classroom
Bigger Trash Cans
Built in Fish Tanks
Water Fountain in Classroom
Exterior door in classroom
Bigger Windows that open out
Security Cameras in classroom
Beautiful artwork on walls
Whiteboard desks
Medical Equipment in Classroom First Aid
Cubbies for cleaning supplies and sick students
Science Table
Class Pet station built into classroom
Temperature to be regulated 24/7.
Surround sound in classrooms with Built in speakers
Better intercom
Announcements to be done via TV projector
Lots of plants throughout classroom and school

School Building
Lockers in Hallway
Indoor Playground
More bathroom stalls and stalls that lock
More sinks in bathroom
Better school safety security (button that locks all door automatically )
Bigger Playground
New Gymnasium
Indoor Pool
Trampoline Park
Bigger Cafeteria
School Garden Herbs/Plants
Compost Center
Bigger Music Room
HomeEc Center for Elementary
Wrestling Center in gym
Key Faubs for all interior and exterior doors
Art Room
MakerSpace Room
Library
Showers

Warm Water in Bathroom
Cool designs on walls and floor

Other Requests
Have Pre-12th in same building
Two Story School
Elevator
Escalator
Wheelchair Ramps
Stairs
A slide on the stairs

4th grade classrooms
Teacher/Staff Name: COURTNEY JOHNSON
1. Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom.
•Old technology (would like ActivBoard)
•Not enough plug-ins
•Not enough docking stations for iPads
•Not enough space/room size
•Heat/AC very noisy

2. What do you like most about your classroom?
•Magnetic whiteboards
•Storage Cabinets
•Paint Color

3. What do you like least about your classroom?
•Old technology (would like ActivBoard)
•Not enough plug-ins
•Not enough docking stations for iPads
•Not enough space
•Heat/AC very noisy

4. Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
•Doors that get stuck often/or at times do not lock. (have
than once)
•Windows are small and high up

been lock IN my room more

5. In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
•ActivBoard
•Most current version of Microsoft Office
•A laptop specifically used for the ActivBoard (that stays at school) in addition to one
for both school and home. •Triptico Resources
•Moby Max Full License
•Spelling City Full Subscription
•Built in HeadPhone/Ear Bud Speaker Station.

6. Do you have enough space in your classroom? NO

7. Do you have enough storage in your classroom? NO

8. Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating. lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
- Yes. I have created/purchased several seating options myself. Would like
rectangular/circle/half-circle tables to have built in storage or electronic plug in
stations. The AC/Heat is very noisy, and the lighting could be updated to something more
calming/relaxing. Temperature is not always consistent or does not regulate itself well.

9. Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address? Not at this time.

6th grade
Teacher/Staff Name: _____________Natasha Dillenburg______________________________

1. Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
Noise is a factor with air. Space for taller and larger size elementary students (as in the
upper grade level) for desks and all those kids! Technology. Would like to have more
working laptops and a good working “smart board/ mimio.”

2.

What do you like most about your classroom?

I like that my classroom has a sink, but it is not very functional. I like that it has cubbies
built in for students, and that I have lots of white board space.

3.

What do you like least about your classroom?

The science table is nice to have but how it is positioned in the room, limits space, and the
sink is not functional.

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?

Electrical outlets that stick out of the wall seem like a safety hazard.

5.
In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in
your classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
I would like a smart board, laptops, more and larger windows, control of my room
temperature, Non-fluorescent lighting built in, a functional sink, more storage in room and
in hallway, movable tables and chairs to make different groupings, quiet air, more outlets.

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom?

I wish I had more.

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom?

I wish I had more.

8.
Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating,
lighting, noise, temperature, etc.?
Yes, seating, lighting, noise, temperature, all of the above.

9.
Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to
improve or address?

Preschool
Teacher/Staff Name:

Tara Hansen

1.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
It is hard to maintain a desired volume level when everything has to get louder to be
heard over the heat/ac when it is running. This poses a challenge when trying to
provide instruction.

2.

What do you like most about your classroom?
I like the bathroom access and outside entrance options that are available in my
classroom. We also have a nice sized storage closet within the classroom. I like that
we have been awarded a great deal of freedom to express our own creativity within
the décor of our classrooms.

3.

What do you like least about your classroom?
Drafty
Lack of heating/cooling control
Cinder block walls that nothing sticks to.
Heat/AC noise

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
Inability to hear fire alarms with doors closed and normal classroom volume.
Water damage and possibility of mold as a result of that damage.

5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
Our mimeos are a fabulous tool, however the newer touch screen smart board
technology would be very nice. Not having to have the fob and pen would just
streamline the process of teaching in an interactive fashion with our students.

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom?
I am in one of the larger classrooms and am very thankful for that. I think that we
could always find ways to utilize more space, but I am not dissatisfied with my area.

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
Again, I am lucky enough to have a very large storage closet in my classroom. My
only complaint regarding storage would be that I would prefer built in shelves
throughout that closet. We currently have several bookcases added to the closet
which, of course, renders corners useless and wastes that useable space.

8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?

The current lighting is sufficient, however if new lighting was possible I would
prefer to not have open lighting. Covered, recessed lighting would be my preferred
style.
I would like to see individual classroom control over the temperature. Due to room
placement, wind and sun can make a pretty big difference on classroom
temperature. There are days that the heat in my classroom rooms nearly constant.
Another concern would be the noise from the vent system. When the heat/air is on,
it can be difficult to hear students and for them to hear our instruction. When
students can’t hear each other it leads to an increase in their volume which is
something we try to avoid in the classroom.
9.

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?

I like that I have bathrooms within my classroom, however, I believe
that I would like them to be slightly larger. If a student needs help, it is a
tight fit in the current space. Separate hand washing sinks outside of the
bathrooms would be another excellent addition.
Rocks! It seems that we are constantly cleaning up rocks. This is an
outdoor concern, but the issue comes inside daily.
I would like to see additional security features such as card entry to
classrooms and security cameras in each room and all areas of the
hallways.

* Please submit/return your written responses via Email no later than Monday, April 15th.

Kindergarten classroom

Teacher/Staff Name: ____Lisa Lindsay _

1.
Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
When the HVAC system kicks on, it is hard for the students to hear without shouting from the teacher.
The HVAC system is very noisy. Sometimes- technology presents limitations. I am lucky
enough to have two classrooms to utilize. However, if I did not have that available the space is
too small for kindergarten.
2.
What do you like most about your classroom?
That I have two of them and can use one for floor space and one for table workspace.
3.
What do you like least about your classroom?
I do not like the open storage because it looks cluttered and messy. I wish sometimes I had more storage
as well. I also wish we could control the temperature within our classroom during the day and
also after school or on weekends.
4.
Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
Not really within my classroom but more secure entrances / keypads would be a great update. Also
parking/student pick up and droop off is a safety issue that I’d like to see addressed.
5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
I feel I have the instructional tools that I need at this time.
6.
Do you have enough space in your classroom?
It would be better if I had more space. But again-I am lucky enough to have two rooms so I can’t
complain.
7.
Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
I never have enough storage. I would love more storage and I’d like it to be enclosed storage.
8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
I would love different seating options-like stand up desks, but what I have is also working. Lightning
seems okay to me. Although more natural outside lighting would be awesome. The noise from
the HVAC is a big problem. I would love individual temperature control. Also- if the hallways
were heated, I think temperature within the building would be better.
9.

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?

Restrooms/sinks in the classroom would be awesome or at least sinks outside the
normal restrooms so we can better monitor this. Outdoor learning spaces and
collaborative work areas would also be amazing.

Collaborative Design Process
(Teachers/Students)
If we could redesign/modernize the Julesburg School District’s Facilities and classrooms,
what issues would need to be addressed or provided for in the new design of the building
and classrooms?
List your dreams, ideas and/or issues to be included/addressed in the new
building/classroom design:
Elementary School
*Updated restrooms (sinks outside actual restroom)
*Quieter heating/air systems
*Individual control of temperature
*Heated hallways
*Outdoor learning spaces
*Parking lot
*Enclosed storage
*Secure entrances - keycards
*Different seating options
*Acoustics in gym
*Playground security
*Collaboration areas
*More private nurses station
*More outlets
*More classrooms or bigger classrooms
*Board in the hall to display artwork
*Basement for a tornado shelter
*Handicap accessible (elevators, etc.)
*Brighter lights
*Bigger gym
*Big screen tv in gym
*Playground improvements-more monkey bars, jungle gym, obstacle course, climbing wall, bigger slides, tornado
slide
*Telescope station
*Bicycle course

Library Feedback Survey Questions
Please answer the following questions in writing and be prepared to discuss your feedback with
the Neenan Architecht Team on Wednesday, April 17th as they will be onsite touring the
buildings and collecting staff feedback………
Name: Marilyn Wilber and Rhonda Palic

1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.
•
3.
•
4.
•
5.

6.
•
7.
•
8.

What are the limitations/issues that need to be addressed in the Library Space?
Inadequate book shelving
It should be a media center not just a library
Needs places for technology and research
New furniture (chairs, tables, benches shelving, counter and storage, comfortable place
to read)
Adequate storage (cabinets, filing drawers, places for library/media specialist to keep
items)
Better Lighting
Whiteboards
What do you like most about the Library space?
Space is okay
What do you like least about the Library space?
Everything listed above
Do you have any concerns related to health and safety of the Library space?
Doors do not open easily
In a perfect world, what equipment/furnishings would you like to have available in the
Library space to enhance reading/teaching/learning?

Do you have enough space in the Library space?
It is okay
Do you have enough storage in the Library space?
No
Do you have any issues with environment related to seating, lighting, noise,
temperature, etc.?
• See above
9. Is there anything else related to the Library space that you would like to improve or
address?

• It needs to be modernized to fit the learning needs of our students. It
needs to be a learning center with spaces for research, places to read,
places for small working groups to collaborate and inviting. Your media
center can be the hub of your elementary school.
• It should be flexible (a space usable for whole group activities)
• Area for Digital Library
• Counter and space for check in and check out (where kids cannot go behind
that area)
• Computer lab or research area
• Windows/natural lighting
• Permanent book shelves

* Please submit/return your written responses via Email no later than Monday, April 15th.

Elementary – music
Please answer the following questions in writing and be prepared to discuss your feedback
with the Neenan Architect Team on Wednesday, April 17th as they will be onsite touring the
buildings and collecting teacher/staff feedback………
Teacher/Staff Name: _Beth Jacobs__________________________________________________

1.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
I have limited technology, broken instruments, and must share my space with the
band in the elementary building.
In the high school building I don’t have an adequate practice space with access to
technology for my show choir.

2.

What do you like most about your classroom?
I like the size of the elementary music room and the storage included. I also like
having multiple pianos and a projector.

3.

What do you like least about your classroom?
I don’t like that there is only one music room and one hour of the day I have to take
my classes to a very small room with limited work space and a broken piano.

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
My large music room is very cold during the winter and I have had many chairs
break during use in the last 3 years.

5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
I would like to have a laptop just for substitute teachers, mounted projectors and
sound system in every music room, musical instruments of diverse cultures, large
mirrors for learning choreography, and show choir risers.

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom?
Yes in the main elementary classroom but not in the second classroom or the high
school classroom.

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom? yes

8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
Yes, I have a cold room and poor seating in the elementary building.

9.

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?
I would love to have a door leading from the high school music classroom to the
auditorium for easy access during rehearsals and performances. I would like to have
show choir risers for my show choir program but I also need storage for these
risers. The auditorium is in desperate need of new LED stage lighting and an
updated sound system. Ultimately the auditorium has limited seating for large
crowds. It would be great to have a removable back wall to accommodate temporary
seating.

* Please submit/return your written responses via Email no later than Monday, April 15th.

Admin Office
Name: Rhonda Palic and Brenda Lechman

1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.
3.
•
4.
•

What are the limitations/issues that need to be addressed in your Office Space?
Storage and file space
Confidentiality
Space for office manager to work that is uninterrupted
Space in general…with parents and teachers it gets crowded
Work space for teachers (i.e. copier) needs to be in a work room, not the office
No area for sick kids or those in need of treatment
What do you like most about your Office space?
What do you like least about your Office space?
Things listed above
Do you have any concerns related to health and safety of your Office space?
It would be nice to be able to have a more blocked off area to the office
manager…meaning a counter that spans across the office that limits traffic behind the
office manager’s desk.
5. In a perfect world, what equipment/furnishings would you like to have available in your
Office space to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of your work?

6.
•
7.
•
8.

Do you have enough space in your Office space?
No
Do you have enough storage in your Office space?
No
Do you have any issues with environment related to seating, lighting, noise,
temperature, etc.?
• The lighting is not bad but there really is not adequate seating or better yet, it would be
nice to have a waiting area. Temperature is not very regular in the office.
9. Is there anything else related to your office space that you would like to improve or
address?

• It would be nice if our office were facing the north…so parents would come
in as far as the office and would not need to walk all the way around into
the hallway to get into the office. Again, there needs to be some

•

•

•

•
•

storage/cabinets/etc so the office manager’s files can be stored securely
but be able to still access them easily.
We could use a nurses area for sick kids rather than them sitting in the
office next to the office manager…this is not only for health reasons but for
confidentiality and privacy.
The principal’s office is not very private as well. It is uncomfortable for
parents and staff to meet while people are coming in and out of the office.
It is not very sound proof as well…another confidentiality and privacy issue.
We need some type of a work room/teacher’s lounge. Right now we have
a lounge but it really is not quite big enough to be a work space. This would
eliminate the overcrowding in the main office.
Keyless entries
Updated security cameras and more around the building

Preschool DREAM School
washer and dryer upstairs
updated and bigger bathrooms
updated and bigger cafeteria
new bigger gym- with indoor recess interactive computer games
auditorium
every classroom outside exits

Preschool
Teacher/Staff Name: _____________Jourdin Wilson_________________________________________________

1.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?

2.

What do you like most about your classroom? The paint colors, I’m very lucky to
have it they colors I love.

3.

What do you like least about your classroom? That I don’t have bathrooms or sinks.
Not enough space or storage. The tile on the floor, it doesn’t look good and is very
slippery with wet shoes.

4.

Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom? There is
water damage in my ceiling; I’m concerned there might be mold. My outside door
pinches and it closes fast. We can’t hear the fire alarm when the door is closed.

5.

In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness? Smart board. Speakers that
are attached to the wall.

6.

Do you have enough space in your classroom? I wish I had more space, with toys I
feel as though my kids are playing on top of each other at times. Also when they nap
it is hard to space them out.

7.

Do you have enough storage in your classroom? No.

8.

Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.? It would be nice to be able to adjust heat and a/c in our
rooms as we need to. The noise of the heater is very loud. My outside door lets in a
lot of cold air during the winter, and it gets very hot during the summer.

9.

Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address? My classroom isn’t handicap accessibly through my outside door. I would
love to have a sink.

Title I Classroom

Teacher/Staff Name: ___Betty Hoschouer______________________________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Instructionally, what are the limitations/issues in your classroom?
Buzzing florescent lighting, number of outlets, loud heating/air, storage and
speakers for computers
What do you like most about your classroom?
The size and space to do movement activities. I like being able to open the
windows to get some fresh air in!
What do you like least about your classroom?
Buzzing, florescent lighting, number of outlets, loud heating/air, storage, and
speakers 
Do you have any concerns related to health and safety in your classroom?
Filtered air to help with sickness
In a perfect world, what educational tools would you like to have available in your
classroom to enhance your instructional effectiveness?
A sound system with the projector would be awesome! Smarter boards! 
Do you have enough space in your classroom?
Yes – I wouldn’t want to go smaller.
Do you have enough storage in your classroom?
No – I never have enough storage!
Do you have any issues with the learning environment related to seating, lighting,
noise, temperature, etc.?
The buzzing florescent lighting seems to affect students I work with. Would
carpet in the hallway make the halls quieter?
Is there anything else related to your classroom that you would like to improve or
address?

Not to the classroom but the bathrooms/plumbing need a major overhaul.
Sometimes I can smell sewer when I come in on the weekends or first thing Monday morning.
Bathrooms with sinks in the hallway for easier monitoring. The hallways seem very dark when you
look down them, so more or better lighting. Lots of natural lighting! I would love to get key
fobs/cards to get into doors. Also extra cameras for security and backup (everywhere). A large
carpeted area for indoor recess to be used when classes are in the gym. An auditorium for
elementary families would be awesome!! Lots of breakout rooms for Boces and individual student
use. Have some individual room for students with behavior or suspensions with large windows so
principal or teacher can monitor them. A sick room by the secretary so students can go and not
hear everything. An art room with no carpet for teachers to take students to – so the mess isn’t in
their own classrooms. A room to meet that holds all staff comfortably. Maybe a library that is just a
library. A kitchenette in the teacher’s lounge. An office for the lunch personal so teacher’s don’t
interrupt during interviews. Maybe a commons area for the intermediate students between
classrooms. Parking for staff. Just some ideas and wishes. 

Appendix 3.3.3 Staff Survey Jr. & Sr. High

Appendix 3.6.2 Future School Vision

Appendix 3.6.4 Community Survey

Appendix 3.7 Square Footage Excerpt from CDE Facility
Construction Guidelines

K-5 building: 367 students =

139.8 sf/student = 46,274 sq ft

6-8 building: 180 students =

158.56 sf/student = 35,200 sq ft

K-12 building current student pop: 831 students @ 148.52 sf/student = 107,528 sq ft

(GSFb-GSFa)x(pop/100)+GSFa

Appendix 3.7.1
Teaching Station
Calculation

Teaching Station Calculation
JULESBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT
(existing configuration)
Data: (K-6)
Current Number of Students
(+ 32 preschool students)

138

Max Students per Teacher
Max Students per Grade
Number of Grades
Max Number of Students

25
25
7
175

Periods per Day
Plan Perionds
Max Classroom Utilization
Insert Expected Utilization

5
1
80.00%
80.00%

Current Average Class Size
Average Class Size at Capacity
Required Teaching spaces calculation:
Current Number of Students
Current Average Class Size
Current # of Teaching Stations
Utilization
# of Teaching Stations (Whole School Calc)

Subjects :

20
25.36

25
1.00
7.0
4
11.0

Required Teaching Stations

11.0

Data: (7-12)
Current Number of Students

114

Max Students / Teacher
Max Students per Grade
Number of Grades
Max Number of Students

25
25
6
150

Current Average Class Size
Average Class Size at Capacity

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Specials
Art
Music
P.E.
Computers

1
1
1
1

1.00

Total Programmed
(+2 preschool classrooms)
Subjects :

8
1
87.50%
85.00%
19
25.00

Required Teaching Spaces Calculation:
Current Number of Students
Current Average Class Size
Current # of Teaching Stations
Utilization
# of Teaching Stations (Whole School Calc)

114
19
6
85.00%
7

Max Number of Students
Max Students / Teacher
Ideal # of Teaching Stations
Utilization
# of Teaching Stations (Per Grade Calc)

150
25
6
85.00%
7

Required Teaching Stations

Core
K
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

138
20
7
80.00%
9

Max Students per Grade
Ideal # of Teaching Stations per Grade
Ideal # of Teaching Stations
Enrichment classrooms
# of Teaching Stations (Per Grade Calc)

Periods per Day
Plan Periods
Max Classroom Utilization
Insert Expected Utilization

Spaces:

7

11

Spaces:

Jr/Sr High School Core
Math
English
Social Studies
Science Lab

1
1
1
1

Base Electives
Art
Music
P.E.
Business/computers

1
1
1
1

Additional Electives
Family Consumer Sci
Ag Science
Industrial Arts
Independent study (ICAP)

1
1
1
1

Total Programmed

12

Total district

23

Notes:
The number of high school rooms is determined by the required curriculum offered by the school. If classrooms were full and
subjects were limited there would only need to be 7 classrooms in the building. To accommodate 4 core classes plus the 4
basic types of electives (Art, Music, P.E. Technology), there needs to be at a minimum 8 different spaces.
Because Julesburg is a rural community, there are some programs that have a high importance in addition to the basic
electives. The community places high importance on Agriculture and Industrial Arts education, with schedule requirements for
two spaces occupied simultaneously: a classroom and shop. There is also high importance placed on Family Consumer
Science, which can share space with the Life Skills program. Also becuase of the rural location there is high useage of online
courses, requiring a space for multiple students at a time.
The school currently operates with 11 teaching staff. One teaches both art and computers (requireing 2 separate rooms)

Appendix 4.3.2 Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram

Appendix 4.3.2 Julesburg Facility Issues Diagram

Appendix 4.6.1 Determination of Historical Significance - ES
Hoskinson, Jay
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Corson, Dan <Dan.Corson@state.co.us>
Monday, April 23, 2012 12:39 PM
Hoskinson, Jay
RE: Request for Determination of Historical Significance - Julesburg ES

Jay:
This school does not have historical significance pursuant to CRS 24‐80.1‐101 et seq.
Dan Corson
From: Hoskinson, Jay [mailto:Hoskinson_J@cde.state.co.us]
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 11:25 AM
To: Corson, Dan
Subject: Request for Determination of Historical Significance - Julesburg ES

Mr. Corson,
This is a request for a determination of historical significance for the following building in the Julesburg School District
greater than 50 years old:
Julesburg ES – originally built 1952

The district has applied for grant funding to replace the fire alarm system in this building. The school is located at 525
Spruce Street, Julesburg, Colorado 80737
Feel free to let me know if you will need any additional information to process. I have attached photos of the building
from our assessment.

Jay Hoskinson, RA, LEED AP
Senior Consultant | Division of Capital Construction Assistance (B.E.S.T.)
Colorado Department of Education
1580 Logan St., Suite 310
Denver, CO 80203
p: 303.866.6920 f: 303.866.6186
www.cde.state.co.us/cca
PLEASE NOTE: OUR ADDRESS HAS RECENTLY CHANGED

1

Appendix 4.6.2 Determination of Historical Significance - Jr-Sr HS

Appendix 5.1 District Organization Diagram
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Appendix 6.1 Option Decision Tree Diagram

DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Julesburg School District RE-1 Master Plan || Julesburg, CO ||
5.30.2019

1st Decision:
Long term district organization goal

SEPARATE SCHOOLS

COMBINED BUILDING

K-6 & 7-12

K-12

Benefits:

Drawbacks:

Benefits:

Drawbacks:

Separation of grades and ages

Inability to share education spaces. Limits
education opportunities or requires more
square footage to duplicate opportunities

Shared education program / spaces

Less separation of grades and ages, community
concern

Spread out the population

Requires students to travel for lunch (or staff to
transport lunches)

Students stay on campus

Large population to coordinate functions /
games scheduling / traffic

Spread out the traffic

Requires some staff to travel back and forth

Shared common / event function spaces: Gym,
Auditorium, Cafeteria

If building has an issue, all students in district
are effected

Limits the amount of change in the
community with how the schools operate

Limits district staff collaboration

Reduced total square footage

______________________________________

More school buildings/systems/sites to
maintain

Shared maintenance of systems

Change for the community
______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Increased student mentoring opportunities
______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Ability to have one building operational if the
other is shut down

Efficient shared staffing / collaboration

Shared bus drop off

2nd Decision:
facility options to achieve goal

______________________________________
______________________________________
6/11/19 notes: School board
believes K-12 is the correct
______________________________________
long term goal for school
district
______________________________________

2nd Decision:
facility options to achieve goal

OPTION A

OPTION B

OPTION C

OPTION B2

OPTION C2

OPTION D

OPTION E

Renovate Elementary
& Renovate HS

New Elementary on
Existing site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on
separate site in future)

New Elementary
& New HS on separate
sites

New Elementary on
Existing Site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on
Elem site in future)

New Elementary on
New Site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on new
site in future)

New Elementary on
Existing HS Site
& Renovate HS
(Replace HS in future)

BUILD NEW K-12 ON
NEW SITE

(Build new in future)

|| page 1 ||

Julesburg School District RE-1 Master Plan || Julesburg, CO ||
5.30.2019

OPTIONS

SEPARATE SCHOOLS

*All options include an all weather track
and field house at sports complex

K-6 & 7-12

OPTION A

OPTION B

OPTION C

RENOVATE BOTH EXISTING
BUILDINGS WITH 30 – 50 YEAR
SOLUTIONS

NEW ELEMENTARY ON EXISTING
SITE & RENOVATE HS

NEW ELEMENTARY ON NEW SITE
& RENOVATE HS

(BUILD NEW HS ON SEPARATE SITE IN
FUTURE)

(BUILD NEW HS ON SEPARATE SITE IN
FUTURE)

Benefits:

Drawbacks:

Benefits:

Drawbacks:

Benefits:

Drawbacks:

Potential cost savings compared
with new construction options

Drawbacks of separate schools

Takes care of oldest building now,
HS building in the future

Drawbacks of separate schools

Takes care of oldest building now,
HS building in the future

Drawbacks of separate schools

Work can be phased over time to
accommodate school year and
budget constraints
Limits the amount of change
Environmentally responsible reuse
of structures
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
6/11/19 notes: this is not a
_____________________________
long term goal, but school
board would like to
_____________________________
understand how other
options compare financially
_____________________________
to this option.
_____________________________

Phased work can lead to long
construction durations and portions
of the building and functions shut
down or not at full use
Constrained sites. Limited options
for site safety improvements
Limited ability to design ideal
groupings and configuration of
elementary age levels
Less space efficient; more square
feet to maintain over time
Spending significant amount on
buildings that are already aging

Spreads out the financial burden of
replacing schools
Able to design ideal groupings of
elementary age levels
Can be designed to allow the HS to
be on Elem site in future (see option
B2) which potentially
accommodates both the separate
and combined future plan
_____________________________

Limited space for new building
around existing geo-exchange field
Disruption of construction work at
an active campus
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Spreads out the financial burden of
replacing schools
Able to design ideal groupings of
elementary age levels
Can be designed to allow the HS to
be on new Elem site in future (see
option C2) which potentially
accommodates both the separate
and combined future plan

_____________________________

_____________________________

solves all site constraints for bus,
parent drop off, and parking

_____________________________

_____________________________

Area for growth

Added cost of purchasing and
developing a new site allows for less
funding to go toward school and
classrooms
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Disruption of construction work at
an active campus

_____________________________
_____________________________
6/11/19 notes: School board
did not see this
as a viable
_____________________________
_____________________________
master plan due to the
benefits of a future
K-12
_____________________________
_____________________________
(see option B2)
_____________________________
_____________________________

No disruption of construction at an
_____________________________
active school campus
_____________________________
_____________________________
6/11/19 notes: School board
did not see this as
a viable
_____________________________
_____________________________
master plan due to the
_____________________________
_____________________________
benefits of a future
K-12

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Limited growth potential
Limited ability to solve accessibility
issues in existing high school.

_____________________________
|| page 2 ||

OPTIONS

Julesburg School District RE-1 Master Plan || Julesburg, CO ||
5.30.2019
6/11/19 notes: The school would get
more immediate benefit building a
new High School next to the existing
track and field, and moving
elementary into the existing high
school building. Develop this as
OPTION F

COMBINED BUILDING

*All options include an all weather track
and field house at sports complex

K-12

OPTION B2

OPTION C2

OPTION D

NEW ELEMENTARY ON EXISTING
SITE & RENOVATE HS

NEW ELEMENTARY ON NEW SITE
& RENOVATE HS

NEW ELEMENTARY ON EXISTING
HS SITE & RENOVATE HS

(BUILD NEW HS ON ELEM SITE IN FUTURE)

(BUILD NEW HS ON NEW ELEM SITE IN
FUTURE)

OPTION E
BUILD NEW K-12 ON
NEW SITE

(REPLACE HS IN FUTURE)

Benefits

Drawbacks:

Benefits

Drawbacks:

Benefits

Drawbacks:

Benefits

Maintains separate schools
now, but gains benefits of
combined schools in future

Constraint of existing site:
practice fields would likely
be on separate site

Maintains separate schools
now, but gains benefits of
combined schools in future

Cost of new land / site
development

Less expensive way to bring
schools together than other
options

Site space limitations: not
much remaining area for
play fields, parking, &
drop-off

All new facility, no worries
about spending
maintenance money on old
facilities

Maintain Central location in
community

Separation of district
buildings until future
replacement of HS

Long term flexibility for
growth & change

Limitations of shared spaces
and student separation due
to existing layout

21st century teaching
environment for all grade
levels

Limited ability to solve
accessibility issues in
existing high school.

All spaces healthy and safe,
all site traffic flow safe,
ability to design hallways for
safe supervision

School district re-use or sale
of existing HS property
Able to design ideal
groupings of elem age levels
Will take care of the most
problematic portions of the
existing facilities
_______________________
_______________________

6/11/19 notes:
_______________________
Develop this option
_______________________
at CDP to see how it
works.
_______________________

Need to be cautious about
how much is spent on
current HS with future
replacement in mind
_______________________
6/11/19 notes:

added drawback:
_______________________
this pulls high
_______________________
school further away
from the track and
_______________________
field facility
_______________________

School district re-use or sale
of existing ES property

_______________________
_______________________

_______________________

Will take care of the most
problematic portions of the
existing facilities

_______________________
includes a new gym,

_______________________

_______________________

what is long term
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

6/11/19 notes:
_______________________
School board did
not see a need to
_______________________
develop this
_______________________
option. design
would be a phased
_______________________
version of option
_______________________
E and costs would
be the same as
_______________________
Option B2 with the
_______________________
addition of new
site cost.
_______________________

_______________________

plan for gym? if
_______________________
district keeps it, then
there will be lots of
_______________________
sq ft to maintain.

Need to be cautious about
how much is spent on
current HS with future
replacement in mind
_______________________

Able to design ideal
groupings of elem age levels

6/11/19 notes: if the
_______________________
HS renovation

Separation of district
buildings until future
replacement of HS

Ability to build new without
disrupting students

Ability for track and field to
be on same site as school in
future

_______________________

_______________________

Solves all site constraint
issues of bus, parent drop
off, and parking

School would no longer be
in center of community

_______________________

Ability to maintain large
spaces that will be difficult to
recreate: Auditorium, shop,
library
Maintain central location in
community
Addition could be two story
to save site area

Adding on to a building that
may need to be replaced in
the future.

Long term flexibility for
growth & change.

Less space efficient: more
square feet to maintain over
time

Solves all site constraint
issues of bus, parent drop
off, and parking

_______________________
6/11/19 notes:

Disruption of construction at
an active school campus

Ability to build new without
disrupting students

Develop this option
_______________________
at CDP to see how it
_______________________
works.

Likely would have to
abandon or relocate geoexchange field

School district re-use or sale
of existing properties.

Will take care of the most
problematic portions of the
existing facilities
_______________________

High Cost, would require
state funding and max
bonding
Difficulty to afford/justify an
Auditorium, shop, & library
similar to current size
Loss of the center of town
location.
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

Drawbacks:

_______________________
_______________________

_______________________

Limited space to replace HS
in future
_______________________

_______________________

Ability for track and field to
be on same site as school

_______________________
6/11/19 notes: Even

though this may be
out of our financial
_______________________
means, keep this
option to compare
_______________________
cost to others.
_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Julesburg School District RE-1 Master Plan || Julesburg, CO ||
5.30.2019

1st Decision:
Long term district organization goal

SEPARATE SCHOOLS

COMBINED BUILDING

K-6 & 7-12

K-12

2nd Decision:
facility options to achieve goal

2nd Decision:
facility options to achieve goal

OPTION A

OPTION B

OPTION C

OPTION B2

OPTION C2

OPTION D

OPTION E

Renovate Elementary
& Renovate HS

New Elementary on
Existing site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on
separate site in future)

New Elementary
& New HS on separate
sites

New Elementary on
Existing Site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on
Elem site in future)

New Elementary on
New Site
& Renovate HS
(Build new HS on new
site in future)

New Elementary on
Existing HS Site
& Renovate HS
(Replace HS in future)

BUILD NEW K-12 ON
NEW SITE

*Value of building a
new gym will depend
on if new HS is
planned to remain on
existing HS site

*Value of building a
new gym will depend
on if new HS is
planned to remain on
existing HS site

*Value of building a
new gym will depend
on how far in the
future the Jr/Sr High
School might move to
a different site.

*Value of building a
new gym will depend
on how far in the
future the Jr/Sr High
School might move to
a different site.

Configuration B

OPTION D1b

Configuration A

OPTION D1a

New Gym at HS

OPTION C2b

Remodel Gym at HS

OPTION C2a

New Gym at HS

OPTION B2b

Remodel Gym at HS

New Gym at HS

OPTION B1b

Remodel Gym at HS

3rd Decision:
detailed facility options

OPTION B1a

New Gym at HS

OPTION A1b

Remodel Gym at HS

OPTION A1a

3rd Decision:
detailed facility options

OPTION B2a

(Build new in future)

|| page 1 ||

Appendix 6.1.5 Conceptual Total Project Cost Model
The Neenan Company

9/11/2019

Julesburg School District
Conceptual Total Project Cost Model

Project Name

Size (SF) Unit

Cost/SF

Total

Cost Range +/- 10%

A) Renovate High School and Elementary.

84,600

SF

$462

$39,102,350

$35,192,115

-

$43,012,585

B) New Elementary and Renovate the High School

84,450

SF

$542

$45,747,594

$41,172,834

-

$50,322,353

D) New Elementary at the High School site and Renovate High School

82,200

SF

$521

$42,804,410

$38,523,969

-

$47,084,851

E) New K-12 on a new site

75,400

SF

$643

$48,495,477

$43,645,929

-

$53,345,025

114,862

SF

$473

$54,375,867

$48,938,280

-

$59,813,453

F) New High School on a new site and Renovate High school to be an Elementary

Appendix 7.1 2019 0919 Community Meeting Presentation

WELCOME

TONIGHT’S AGENDA
Welcome/ What /Why

(Mr. Ehnes)

1. Facility Safety and Ed Suitability Issues

(Neenan)

2. Facility Improvement Options
• Option A
• Option B
• Option D
• Option E
• Option F

(Neenan)

3. School Board Considerations
• What best meets long term goals

(Mr. Ehnes)

4. Opportunities for funding
• How grant works
• How bond works
• How statutory waiver works

(Neenan)
(Neenan)
(Neenan)

5. Community Feedback
• Clicker survey of options

(Neenan)

6. Next Steps

Main Facility Issues
Elementary School Building

JH/HS School Building

Athletic Facilities

site safety at parent drop off

building main entry safety and security

unsafe grandstands due to age

building main entry safety and security

building security exterior and interior
doors

no nearby locker rooms or shelter from
severe weather events available for
students.

building security exterior and interior
doors

student safety concern walking 3 blocks
for lunch

Kitchen undersized and unsafe
poor classroom learning environment:
inadequate temperature controls and too
much mechanical noise

winter ice issue and poor drainage on
north sidewalks
poor classroom learning environment:
extremely hot and cold in classrooms

no art room or science space available
inadequate space for special programs
and individual student needs.
not enough power in classrooms
plumbing systems failing; fixtures and
piping
accessibility to building and inside
building

inflexibility in classroom
sizes/layout/furniture

Track condition: the cinder track can't be
used the majority of spring due to snow &
or rain
insufficient storage for football and track
equipment.
non-compliant accessibility at grandstands
and restrooms

undersized science, art, music rooms, and
inadequate special needs space

undersized restroom facility does not
meet the needs of athletes and spectators
and has sewer backups

non-compliant accessibility inside building
for restrooms, auditorium, gymnasium,
library, shop, music.

Inadequate parking: Visitors park along
street, as far as 4 to 6 blocks away from
facility

inadequate heating cooling system in
gymnasium

football field has pooling and drainage
issues.

2. Facility Improvement Options
CDP event June 19, 2019
• Staff, community, and Neenan developed options
together
• The following slides are a result of the CDP

3. School Board Considerations
•

Options that best meet long term goals

4. Opportunities for funding
•

Best Grant
• Could be the last year significant funds are available
for a while
• 39% State Funds - 61% Matching Local Funds

•

Matching Funds
• Bond Election
• Maximum Bonding Capacity is $6.7 million;

• Statutory Waiver
• District Reserve Funds
• $6M
• Items that don’t fit well in BEST grant application

JULESBURG
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

OPTION

RENOVATE
EXISTING
SCHOOLS

A
OPTION

B
OPTION

D
OPTION

E
OPTION

F

9/19/2019

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

NEW ES ON A NEW
SITE
RENOVATE
JR/SR HS
NEW ES @
JR/SR HS SITE
RENOVATE
JR/SR HS

NEW K-12
ON A NEW
SITE
NEW JR/SR HS ON
A NEW SITE
RENOVATE HS TO
BECOME ES

CONCEPTUAL COST

$39M
$46M
$43M
$49M
$54M

BEST GRANT = 39% LOCAL BOND = 61%
BEST GRANT

BOND

WAIVER

$15.2M

$6.7M

$17.1M

BEST GRANT

BOND

WAIVER

$17.9M

$6.7M

$21.4M

BEST GRANT

BOND

WAIVER

$16.8M

$6.7M

$19.5M

BEST GRANT

BOND

WAIVER

$19.1M

$6.7M

$23.2M

BEST GRANT

BOND

WAIVER

$21.1M

$6.7M

$26.2M

JULESBURG
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Annual Property Tax Increase w/ $6.7M bond:
$100K Home Value = $115.00 Annual Tax Increase
$200K Home Value = $229.00 Annual Tax Increase

9/19/2019

5. Community Feedback
•

Clicker survey of options

Each Option:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

strongly support option
support option
neutral
oppose option
Strongly oppose option

DRAWBACKS
BENEFITS

DOES NOT SOLVE THE SAFETY ISSUES OF SEPARATE SCHOOLS

LIMITS THE AMOUNT OF CHANGE IN COMMUNITY

DOES NOT SOLVE THE EDUCATION ISSUES OF SEPARATE
SCHOOLS

CAN BE PHASED TO ACCOMMODATE FUNDING
LESS SPACE EFFICIENT: MORE SQ. FT. TO MAINTAIN
LOWEST COST OPTION
SPENDING MONEY ON AGING BUILDINGS

OPTION

A

RENOVATE
EXISTING
SCHOOLS

DRAWBACKS
BENEFITS
MOVES HS FURTHER AWAY FROM TRACK AND FIELD FACILITY
MAINTAINS CENTRAL LOCATION IN COMMUNITY
TAKES CARE OF BIGGEST FACILITY ISSUES NOW

CONSTRAINED SITES: LIMITED OPPORTUNITY FOR SITE
SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS AND GROWTH

CAN BE PHASED TO ACCOMMODATE FUNDING

BENEFITS OF K-12 ARE DELAYED UNTIL FUTURE PHASE

SPACE EFFICIENT: LESS SQUARE FOOTAGE IN THE LONG RUN.

SPENDING MONEY ON AGING HS BUILDING IN INITIAL PHASE

OPTION

B

NEW ELEM
RENOVATE
JR/SR HS

DRAWBACKS
LESS SPACE EFFICIENT: MORE SQ FT TO MAINTAIN

BENEFITS
GETS IMMEDIATE BENEFITS OF SHARED K-12

CONSTRAINED SITES: LIMITED OPPORTUNITY FOR SITE
SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS, PLAY AREAS, AND GROWTH
SPENDING MONEY ON AGING HS BUILDING, WILL NEED TO
BE REPLACED BEFORE EVENTUALLY

MAINTAINS CENTRAL LOCATION IN COMMUNITY
LIMITED SPACE TO REPLACE HS IN FUTURE
TAKES CARE OF BIGGEST FACILITY ISSUES NOW
CAN BE PHASED TO ACCOMMODATE FUNDING

DISRUPTION OF CONSTRUCTION ON AN ACTIVE SCHOOL
CAMPUS

OPTION

D

K-12: ELEM
ADDITION AT
JR/SR HS

BENEFITS
ALL NEW FACILITY, NO WORRIES ABOUT SPENDING
MAINTENANCE MONEY ON OLD FACILITIES
21ST CENTURY TEACHING ENVIRONMENT
ALL SPACES HEALTHY AND SAFE
THE MOST SPACE EFFICIENT DUE TO SHARED AREAS
EFFICIENT STAFFING DUE TO SHARED RESOURCES
NO TRANSITIONS FOR STUDENTS
DRAWBACKS
ABILITY TO BUILD NEW WITHOUT HAVING TO DISRUPT
SCHOOL IN SESSION

EXPENSIVE

GETS HS DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO SPORTS FIELDS

LIKELY WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO JUSTIFY A NEW AUDITORIUM
AS LARGE AS THE EXISTING

ADEQUATE SITE AREA FOR FUTURE FLEXIBILITY

OPTION

E

NEW K-12
AT
NEW SITE

DRAWBACKS
BENEFITS

LARGEST SQUARE FOOT OPTION IN FIRST PHASE. DIFFICULT
TO JUSTIFY SQ FT IN SHORT TERM

TAKES CARE OF BIGGEST FACILITY ISSUES NOW
EXPENSIVE
GETS HS DIRECTLY ADJACENT TO SPORTS FIELDS
HS BUILDING IS NOT CONDUCIVE TO ELEMENTARY TEACHING
ADEQUATE SITE AREA FOR FUTURE FLEXIBILITY
CAN BE PHASED TO ACCOMMODATE FUNDING

LIKELY WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO JUSTIFY A NEW AUDITORIUM
AS LARGE AS THE EXISTING

OPTION

F

NEW HS
AT NEW SITE,
RENO HS TO PK-6

JULESBURG
SCHOOL
DISTRICT

Next Steps

Next Steps
•
•
•
•
•

School Board approves option to pursue (October board meeting)
BEST Grant application (November – February)
BEST Award notification (May 2020)
If successful: School Bond Election (November 2020)
If successful: Construction will begin (May 2021)

9/19/2019

Questions?

Thank you!

